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Everyone‘s Irsh
_ on
St. Patrick‘s Day!

By Allen Cook
Even the seemingly endless
rains of a Memphis February
couldn‘t keep the crowds away
from the grand opening of the
Memphis Gay and Lesbian Com—
munity Center on Sat., Feb 15.
A standing—room—only crowd of
about 150 packed the surprisingly .
spacious center for ceremonies that
included a ribbon cutting by Mem—
phis Mayor W.W. Herenton.
MGLCC President and the
mayor‘s Liaison to the Memphis
Gay and Lesbian Community Len
Piechowski drew applause for his
———welcomespeech(reprinted on
page 2). Piechowski called the cen—
ter an "independence hall where we
will teach the city ofMemphis that
gay rights too, are inalienable
rights."
—
Dr.—Herenton echoed Piechow—
ski‘s sentiments noting that he had
grown up in Memphis during a
time when discrimination against
people ofhis heritage was rampant.
He said that he is mayor ofall the
people of Memphis and wished
much success to the center.
The grand opening was the cul—
mination of the work of a lot of
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people during the last several years
to re—establish a physical location
for the center.
MGLCC has operated as an or—
ganization without a physical pres—
ence since its previous location on
Madison was closed in 1996 be—
cause of funding and staffing prob—
lems.
Sie,
For more than a year, members
of the center‘s board have been
looking at buildings throughout the
Midtown area. When they saw the
building at 892 S. Cooper, they fell
in love with it.
Built as a residence around 1912
and most recently housing the Coo—
per—Young Development Assoc.,
the building has 1300 square feet
including a room that will seat ap—
proximately 75 people.
Additional rooms have been set
aside for a library, a small meeting
room and offices. A complete
kitchen also will serve the facility.
MGLCCentered into a 15—year
lease—purchase agreement for the
building with Dr. Herb Zeman who
purchased it. Dr. Zeman was
among a number oflarge benefac—
tors to MGLCC‘s building fund . MGLCCboardmemberChuck Bohannon (farright)joins agroupstandi;
ng on the frontporch oftheMemphis Gay
and will not profit from the ar— andLesbian Community Centerat 892 S. Cooper (inset) before the dedication
ceremonies heldSat, Feb. 15.
rangement.

Dr. Herb Zeman Named Tsarus
Man of the Year at Annual Banquet
By Allen Cook
former location at 1486 Madison. outright.
Despite the success ofthe "uni— According to MGLCC Presi—
Dr. Herbert‘ Zeman, a profes— versity," the Madison site was dent Len Piechowski, "* We needed
sor of biomedical engineering, closed in 1996.
a risk—taker —someone with the
has been named the Tsarus Man Since then, the center has kept means
willingness to just go
of the Year for 2003 for his ef— many ofits programs alive using out and and
buy
for us."
forts in establishing a new pres— various facilities to stage its Apparently,a building
that‘s
exactly
what
ence for the Memphis Gay and events. Prior to the closing ofthe Zeman did once the board decided
Lesbian Community Center.
center on Madison, MGLCC re— they wanted to pursue the purchase
The award was presented at a ceived its federal tax exempt sta— ofthe
facility on Cooper.
dinner at Crossroads on Tues., tus as a nonprofit organization.
Among
other nominees
Feb. 18. The award carries a $500 Zeman personally purchased this year fortheTsarus
Man of the
donation to the charity of the the center‘s building at 892 S. Year were Piechowski,
winner‘s choice and was imme— Cooper and a lease—purchase and Friends magazine, Family
Glenn
diately turned over to Len agreement has MGLCC owning Jones and the Mystic Krewes
Piechowski, MGLCC president. the building in about 15 years. Aphrodite and Memphis United.of
Zeman and his former partner, Although MGLCC had raised
are solicited from
the late Charles Butler, were in— about $76,000 to be used to pur— theNominees
Memphis
community —
strumental in establishing the chase a building, it was appar— and are voted GLBT
on
by
the Tsarus
Lambda University at the center‘s ently not enough to do so membership.
%
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Welcome

Home!

The following is the text of the
Welcome to this sanctuary
dedication speech made by Len
where our kids will safely work out
Piechowski, president ofthe Mem—
their plans for the future, instead
phis Gay and Lesbian Community
oftheir plans for suicide.
Center, at the ribbon cutting cer—
Welcome to this leadership
emony Sat., Feb. 15, 2003:
academy where gay young adults
Welcome to this oasis in the
will learn the skills that will make
desert of our struggle.
us proud of them in our old age.
Welcome to
Welcome to
this table of
our ~Indepen—
nourishment
dence Hall from
Opinions expressed in
amidst the star—
where. we will
editorials,commentaries
vation of fear
teach the city of
and letters are those of
and hatred.
Memphis that
Welcome to
gay rights too,
the authors.
this meeting
are inalienable
hall where the
rights.
courageous will plan the fall ofin—
Welcome to this science lab, this
justice and the demise ofbigotry.
place of discovery, where parents
Welcome to this parliament, a
will learn that they are not to blame
place for strong disagreement yet
but that they have been blessed.
eager reconciliation.
Welcome to this museum where
Welcome to this playground of
we will study the past in order to
safety where our kids will not have
better live out our future.
to grow up as we did.
Welcome to this counseling
Welcome to this sidewalk cafe
center where we will help the frag—
where we can sip our coffee and
ile among us gradually open the
our tea under a sky clear of the
doors of their closets.
clouds of addiction.
Welcome to this parlor of hos—
Welcome to this hall of fame
pitality for everyone... gay, straight
where our heroes and sheroes will
and peoples of any color.
be remembered and treasured.
Welcome to this nursing home
where our seniors will go to grow
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WE‘RE THE FIRST QUEER GROUP To
MARCH IN MANHATTAN‘S ST. PATRICK‘S
DAY PARADE! HOW DID YOU GET US IN?

old with dignity, courtesy and re—
spect.
Welcome to this mausoleum
that will forever be filled with the
souls of our loved ones so cruelly
taken before their time.
Welcome to this courtroom
where we will hold each other ac—
countable for the wrongs we com—
mit against each other and where

we shall challenge each other to do
only right.
Welcome to this confessional
where we will seek forgiveness for
the internalized homophobia we
express against each other.
«Welcome to the doctor‘s office,
this place for health care, where we
will strive to prevent a second wave
of devastation.

I1 HAPPEN TO KNOW
THAT THE HEAD OF THE
APPROVAL COMMITTEE
REFUSES TO ADMIT HE
NEEDS READING GLASSES!

Welcome to our household
where children with two mothers
or two fathers will enjoy the beauty
oftheir family life. _
Welcome to this beacon of tol—
erance and to this lighthouse for
social responsibility. ..
Our dear gay and lesbian citi—
zens of Memphis, Tennessee...
welcome home!

L EIT LCEKS
The Triangle Journal News welcomes letters fromits readers. Letters should be be as
s‘short as reasonable and typed ifpossible. Although names may be withheld on request,
all letters should be signed and include a phone numberfor verification. Anonymous
letters will not be printed. All letters are subject to editingfor spelling, punctuation and
grammar. However, everyeffort will be made to maintain the original intent of the writer.
Letters should be mailed to:
Triangle Journal News, P.O. Box 11485, Memphis, TN 38111—0485
orfaxed to (901) 454—1411.
Our e—mail address is MemphisTJN@aol.com.

Maynard
Explains
Resignation
I would like to inform the Mem—
phis GLBT community that I have
resigned from the board of Equal—
ity Tennessee and will no longer
be serving as the vice—chair for
West Tennessee, and explain my
reasons for taking this action.
As many of you know I was
founder and co—chair of the Mem—
phis Lesbian & Gay Coalition for
Justice and was oné of the founders
and vice—chair of Equality Tennes—
see. Recently I have been pushing
the "merger" of MLGCJ into
Equality Tennessee because I
thought it would be a good idea and
make things easier.
Only recently have I had reason
to doubt this strategy, and I apolo—
gize for changing directions so late.
I developed reservations about
the decision of the board of Equal—

ity Tennessee to hire a full—time
"Executive Director" and pay that
person a salary. The board passed
a $100,000 budget that includes a
salary for this position and would
require West Tennessee to raise
between $10,000 and $15,000!
Now we know how hard it would
. be for us to raise that much money,
and I don‘t know of any Memphis
GLBT organization that could.
After discussing this issue with
many people in the community, I
and other MLGCJ members had
second thoughts about the plan to
dissolve MLGCJ and merge with
Equality Tennessee. At the meet—
ing on Feb. 8 scheduled to vote on
dissolving, MLGCJ voted not to
dissolve and to continue as a local
organization.
MLGCJ will be meeting on Sat.
March 15 at the Memphis Gay and
Lesbian Community Center, 892 S.
Cooper, to elect officers and dis—
cuss future plans, including a cam—
paign to get a Memphis

non—discrimination ordinance
passed.
Thanks to all of you for your
encouragement and support.
Jim Maynard,
Co—chair Memphis Lesbian &
Gay Coalition for Justice
Gray Replaces
Queen of
Hearts
As almost, everyone in the
Memphis community knows, I‘ve
worked hard on a fundraiser for
Friends for Life for the past 12
years called the King and Queen of
Hearts. I realize that I am not a per—
son everyone may like, but you
can‘t fault me for caring about
those in need in our community.
You‘ve seen me in the many ben—
See Queen onpage 16
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from 4 to 7 p.m.
at 43 North Cleveland
Helping men, women &
children infected & affected by

for the Dedication &
—

an Open House

HIV/AIDS live longer,
healthier, more dignified lives.

Friends For Life
is funded in part by
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the Lambda Center. I sure hope
that other groups will follow their
lead.
¥
Who is this guy? He has one
of those faces you instantly rec—
ognize, but can‘t seem to place.

S

by Allen Cook
It sure was nice to see some old
friends at the MGLCC Ribbon
cutting ceremonies on Feb. 15.
B.J. Hefner is up and around again
after her recent illness. She drove
herself to the ceremonies, saying,
"I didn‘t want to make anyone
else get out in the rain to bring
e." That gal‘s got spunk, for
sure!
Also in attendance were
Aubrey Koon, Officer Charles
Hill, Susan Taranto, Vincent
Astor, Hunter Johnston, Michael
Schiefelbein and Helen Porter,
among many, many others.
One of the most frustrating
things about opening something
like the new community center is
dealing with the details involved.

One of the first things to attend
to was getting phone lines in—
stalled and moving the automated
Gay Switchboard to the center.
It seemed like an easy enough
task at the time, but ended up tak—
ing three trips by a South Central
Bell installer and lots offrustra—
tion before they got all three lines
functioning. "We‘ll get back to
you in no less than four hours" is
not a message you want to hear
three times.
¥
One last thing about the com—
munity center, and I‘ll move on
to other things. I was pleased to
hear that the monthly book club
has moved its meeting to the cen—
ter along with a couple of the AA
meetings which have been using
other spaces since the demise of

dedication and open house for its
new building at 43 N. Cleveland
on Fri., Mar. 14, from 4—7 p.m.
Hopefully, the building‘s do—
nors, William Bruce and Ronney
—Snell, will be on hand. If they are,
just go up to them and thank them
for all of us.
According to Kim Moss, it‘s
going to take a few months for all
the needed renovations to be ac—
complished, but once they are, all
FFL programs will be under one
roof.
¥
Holy Trinity will be holding
services at its new church at 685
S. Highland starting Sun., Mar. 2.
Rev. Tim Meadows is proud as a
peacock. (Hmmm... pride.... is
that one of the deadly sins? If it
is, I am sure he‘ ll be forgnven for

it.)

Actor Gary Grubbs is conduct—
ing acting classes at First Congo
on every other Monday night and
has ongoing classes in Oxford,
Miss. Grubbs has appeared in
sych films as Double Take, Run—
away Jury and JFK, and on such
television shows as Will & Grace,
ER, X—Files and J.A.G.
For information on the acting
classes,
contact:
him
at
StudioSouthGG@aol.com
¥
Friends For Life will hold a

Holy Trinity makes the second
predominantly gay and Lesbian
church to move into new quarters
in the past year.
Living Word Christian Church
moved to new space near the
Broad Street Post Office a few
months back.
¥
Drama, drama, drama... what
would gay life be without drama?
Poor ole Jimmy Gray had his fill
ofit at his annual King and Queen
of Hearts benefit for Friends For
Life on Feb. 9.

Local

As you probably know, the
King and Queen of Hearts are se—
lected by how much each raises
in donations.
Some queen (note the lower
case "q") decided she would try
to make an impression and donate
$1000 for a particular person. I
am sure it was an honest mistake
(wink, wink), but she wrote the
check on a closed account.
So Jimmy ended up figuring
out who raised the money with—
out that $1000 and crowned a new
Queen of Hearts for 2003 —
Amber Loden.
The whole sordid tale is de—
scribed in a letter to the editor on
page 2. Coverage of the event is
on page 5.

Friends For Life staged a beau—
tiful Fabulous February Concert
(its sixth one) on Sun., Feb. 23,
at the New Daisy Theatre. En—
titled The Music of Johnny
Mercer...A Night of Wine &
Roses, who knew Johnny Mercer
wrote the lyrics to so many clas—
sics?
A good time was had by all
and the net proceeds for Friends
For Life totalled something over
$33,000. My goodness, that
Butch Valentine sure can pull a
show together!
¥
Dang it all, I‘ ve got three lines
left and that pesky "offthe record"
rule has struck again. Oh, well...

Phage that,“

interactive
male
Nashville
615—775—1010
Fayetteville :
931—297—0010
Other local TN #s
1—888—272—1211
Memphis
—261—0006
Lisa FREE code 8303
1—900—446—12712 ($1.99/min.) 18+
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Browse at

Equality Tennessee Announces
Tennessee GLBT
GLBT leaders from across Tennessee will
convene in Nashville on Fri., June 13, and
Sat., June 14, for twofull days of network—
ing and workshops during Equality
Tennessee‘s first annual statewide GLBT
leadership conference.
The conference coincides with Equality
Tennessee‘s annual membership dinner be
ing held on Sat., June 14, from 7—9 p.m. Jaded
Mary‘s, located at 1713 Church Street in
Nashville, is host to both the conference and
the annual dinner.
f
"Board members, staff and key volunteers
from Tennessee GLBT organizations and
businesses are encouraged to attend," ac—

MLGCJ

Cancels

Continue as

Leadership

Conference

cording to Equality Tennessee Executive Di—
rector Paul: Clere. The event is being de—
signed with input from the GLBT
community across the Tennessee as Equal—
ity Tennessee continues with a series of
10GLBT town hall meetings to help deter—
mine GLBT community needs and percep—
tions.
"Equality Tennessee" is the theme for the
conference, and workshop topics are still be—
ing developed. However, topics currently
included are community and media relations,
strategic board development, fundraising for
GLBT organizations, GLBT grassroots or—
ganizing, celebrating Pride, and a closer ex—

Merger;

Local

At a special meeting held on Sat., Feb. 8,
the Memphis Lesbian & Gay Coalition for
Justice voted not to dissolve and not to merge
with the statewide organization Equality
Tennessee.
The members decided that it would be in
the best interest of the Memphis GLBT com—
munity for MLGCJ to continue to work as a
local organization to fight prejudice, dis—

B.J. Massengale and Herb Zeman are cel—
ebrating their birthdays in March. You are
..
to join them. as they commemorate
their special day together.
All people with birthdays in March are
also invited to attend the party at the Mem—
phis Gay and Lesbian Community Center as
guests of honor.
*
In lieu of gifts, Massengale and Zeman

Votes to

Organization

crimination and promote the political em—
powerment and civil rights of GLBT people.
The Board of MLGCJ unanimously sup—
ported this decision.
Katie Hiestand and Jim Maynard are co—
chairs of the Memphis Lesbian & Gay Coa—
lition for Justice. MLGCJ‘s web site is
www.geocities.com/mlgej. The organization
receives e—mail mlgej @yahoo.com

Youre Invited to a

First Annual

Party!

resent the 9 percent of adult Tennesseans
who identify as being gay, lesbian, bisexual
or transgender. The mission of Equality Ten
nessee is to promote equality and through
education to help bring about an end to ha—
rassment and discrimination. Circle of 100
Equity Fund members, donations, program
fees, special events, sponsorships and grants
support the organization.
To learn more about Equality Tennessee
visit www.equalitytennessee.org.

amination of thesubcultures that define the
GLBT community,@mong others.
Attendance for both the conference and
dinner is limited to the first 100 individuals
to register. Conference registration is $75 and
includes a continental breakfast, lunch; and
an afternoon snack both days. Tickets for the
annual dinner are $50 per person. There is a
$20 discount for individuals attending both
the conference and the dinner provided they
pre—register prior to May 1, 2003.
To register for the conference, send a
check
or
money order
along with the
form available
at the EQTN
websire — to
Equality Ten—
nessee, P..0:
Box 330965,
Nashville, TN
37203.
For
questions con—
cerning
the
conference,
5
contact Paul
| you haven‘t been
Clere
at
paul ele rec
@comcast.net.
s
Equality
Tennessee is a
statewide non—
profit that rep—

fo Integrit ' lately,
you haven‘t been to Integrity. Check us out!
We meet on the third Tuesday of every month.
Integrity Memphis
An PPAT
OAO ACPs
901.725.7256

request that you instead make a donation to
the Memphis Gay and Lesbian Community
Center in their honor.
Refreshments will be served.
MGLCC is located in the Cooper—Young
neighborhood at 892 S. Cooper. The party
is scheduled for Sat., Mar. 15, from 6—8 p.m.
For more information, contact Miki at
726—4211
&

King and Queen of Hearts

Crowned

Feb. 25

The 12th annual King and Queen of
Hearts was held Sun., Feb 9, at Madison
Flame. Approximately $3300 was raised in
the benefit for Friends For Life.
Organizer Jimmy Gray says additional
money has been pledged, but not yet col—
lected. .
According to Gray, the announced win—
ner of the Queen contest was disqualified and
replaced when a $1000 check was found to
be drawn on a closed account. The winners
ofthe King and Queen contest are based on
the amount of money they raise during the
event. (See Gray‘s letter to the editor begin—
ning on page 2.)
f
Elected King and Queen of Hearts were
B. Chris Griffin and Amber Loden respec—
tively.
Favorite Valentines selected were Alma
this year possible," said Gray.
Decena and Nichole Hayes. Martha and
"Without you, I‘d be nothing, and I want
Jenny were selected as Volunteers of the
to say thanks for believing in me and this
Year and Star Search Video, Cole Chiroprac—
event.," he continued.
tic Center, Dr. William Castle and Shean
The King and Queen of Hearts has been
Gibons Hair Salon were selected as Spon—
‘an annual benefit for Friends for Life for 12
sors ofthe Year.
years and, through its show and auction, has
"I‘d like to say thanks to all the volun—
raised tens of thousands of dollars to help
teers, merchants, entertainers and folks who
people living with AIDS and their families.
braved the snowy weather. You helped make

A name you know, people you trust, for more than 70 years!
5299 Summer Avenue 9201—762—6500
Across from Garden Ridge 1—800—967—2525
Visit us at www.lewisford.com
Contact Sharon Dash to purchase your next vehicle.
r ——————————
"c og
Bring in this coupon for
f

FREE

LIFETIME OIL & FILTER CHANGES
with the purchase of any new vehicle.

7
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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Lords of Bakersfield

By Brian Melley
Associated Press Writer
BAKERSFIELD, Calif. (AP) —
Deep in the lore of every town lies
a dark tale that surfaces occasion—
ally, swirls among conspiracy theo—
rists, stirs intrigue and then drifts
away.
For years the local legend here
was about a group of powerful men
secretly living gay lives, pursuing
teenage boys and using their influ—
ence to keep out of trouble —
sometimes with fatal conse—
quences.
When the county‘s No. 2 pros—
ecutor was fatally stabbed in his
home last year, the so—called
"Lords of Bakersfield" legend
broke out into the open
and the —
city‘s daily newspaper decided to
confront it head—on.
The Bakersfield Californian
ended up turning the spotlight on
itself, implicating its late publisher
and a former general manager as
part of a 17,000—word special re—
port on locally prominent men who
allegedly abused their power or
were protected from trouble be—
cause oftheir status.
In the weeks since then, the re—
port has been hailed as gutsy and
denounced as innuendo. Protesters
are calling for Kern County Dis=
trict Attorney Edward Jagels to re—

Legend Stirs City

sign, letters to the editor have
poured in to the paper and tongues
are wagging in this conservative
city of about 250,000, in the heart
of California‘s Bible Belt.
"That particular day the news—
paper belonged behind the counter
with Penthouse," said Karen Perry,
as she inflated balloons in her flo—
ral shop. "It makes Bakersfield
look like a terrible place. This is a
great place of family values."
«The attention likely won‘t end
soon. The Californian is receiving
more tips for possible follow—ups,
the trial later this year of a murder
suspect could unearth more details,
and Hollywood wants more, too —
screenwriters and literary agents
have called the paper seeking deals
for a miniseries or film.
District Attorney Stephen
Tauzer was found dead in his ga—
rage in September with a knife
sticking out of his head.
"There was a lot of talk — could
Tauzer be one of the Lords of
Bakersfield?" said Executive Edi—
tor Mike Jenner. "All that came
bubbling back."
Assistant Managing Editor Lois
Henry began digging and un—
earthed an old lawsuit filed by a
former Shafter police officer,
charging cronyism and exploitation
in the county. The case was
dropped, but a 2,200—page adden—
dum provided a roadmap.

Price was drafted to look into
Tauzer‘s killing, but the story
quickly grew into something mum

larger and more introspective.
Originally, the newspaper
planned to briefly mention its role
in burying some information from
earlier cases, and the part played
by former Publisher Alfred Fritts,
whodied in 1997 from AIDS.
But with Fritts being named in
court by an accused teenage killer
who worked for him, lived with
him and had sex with him, it be—
came clear The Californian needed
to put more in the paper. Jenner
went to ~Publisher Ginger
Moorhouse, sister ofthe late Fritts,
and she told him to do whatever
was needed to pursue the story.
Theeventual report questioned
why Fritts and others mentioned in
testimony were never charged with
unlawful sex with a minor, suggest—
ing that "good old boys" looked out
for each other.
Charles Davis, ajoumallsm pro—
fessor at the University of Mis—
souri, discovered the story on the
Internet and has used it to teach the
importance of a community news—
paper tackling difficult subjects and
provoking discussion.
"It takes a certain amount of
chutzpah, doing that kind of jour—
nalism," Davis said. "How many
other stories are out there like this,
that aren‘t being told? They‘re kind

Every Sunday
@ pima —

of in the water. Everybody hears
them but nobody writes them up.
It‘s great to see someone follow up
on a local legend."
In The Californian‘s stories,
Tauzer is compared to other men
who apparently led secret lives,
four of them ending in murder be—
tween 1978 and 1984. A police
commissioner, a well—known hair—
dresser, a millionaire businessman,
a lawyer and thecounty‘s person—
nel director were all linked to the
story. In most of these cases, young
men were charged with killing their
suitors.
In the latest case, investigators
believe Tauzer was killed by a col—
league, Chris Hillis, because the
prosecutor helped keep his drug—
addicted son, Lance Hillis, out of
jail. The elder Hillis, a drug coun—
selor, believed that only incarcera—
tion would help his son,. who died
in August when he crashed a sto—
len car while fleeing another drug
rehabilitation program.
As in some of the other cases,
Tauzer gave Lance a car, let him
live at his home and even found
him a job — at the district
attorney‘s office.
Because both the victim and
defendant worked for the district
attorney, the state attorney general
is handling the case.
The Californian‘s report noted
that some people believe Lance
Hillis, 22, traded sex with the 57—
year—old bachelor prosecutor for
money or drugs.

Hillis denies any involvement in
Tauzer‘s killing. His lawyer, Kyle
Humphrey, says homosexuality
will be a factor in the trial — he
may invoke the Lords of Bakers—
field cases to suggest Tauzer was
killed by a gay lover, or use evi—
dence of Tauzer‘s relationship with
Lance to explain the killing.
Bakersfield juries have gone easy
on some killers of gay men.
In an interview with The Asso—
ciated Press, Jagels said he tried to
persuade his good friend Tauzer to
stay out of Lance‘s legal cases, but
he—said there was nothing unethi—
cal about Tauzer advocating for a
friend.
Jagels would not answer simi—
lar questions posed by The Califor—
nian. In writing, he rejected a list
of 16 questions as "so loaded with
malice, innuendo, and false as—
sumptions that they are, for the
most part, statements of implied
wrongdoing."
But after the stories were pub—
lished, he took to the airwaves,
lashing out at the paper and de—
scribing Price as a "gossip colum—
nist."
Jagels declared that he is not
gay, and complained that the news—
paper focused on only a few ofthe
hundreds of murders in the county
over the past decades.
"They took a few that involved
homosexuals and weaved a
See Bakersfield onpage 10

I"‘d love to
Melange vith: you,
Samm!
Jam On It is
better than
bowling!
Doll 3: *berer and $2
sha'

tars to«—72!

948 $. Cooper St.
Midtown, Memphis
276—0002

&
David & Chris
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Study Shows that Lifting
Would

Not

Undermine

SANTA BARBARA, Calif. —
The current issue of International
Security, a prestigious, military
journal edited and compiled by the
Belfer Center for Science and In—
ternational Affairs at Harvard Uni—
versity, has published an analysis
of the privacy rationale, the argu—
ment that lifting the gay ban would
undermine heterosexual privacy in
military barracks and showers.
(The journal was dated Fall, 200
but was not released until January,
2003).
The study, titled "A Modest
Proposal: Privacy as a Flawed Ra—
tionale for the Exclusion of Gays
and Lesbians from the U.S. Mili—
tary," was written by Aaron Belkin
and Melissa S. Embser—Herbert.
Belkin is assistant professor of po—
litical science and director of the
Center for the Study of Sexual Mi—
norities in the Military at UC
Santa Barbara. Embser—Herbert is

Gay Ban

Privacy

associate professor of sociology at
Hamline University in Saint Paul,
Minn.
According to the authors, lifting
the gay ban would not undermine
heterosexual privacy for several
reasons including a new barracks
construction program that is pro—
viding almost every member ofthe
military with private bedrooms and
facilities. The study is available at
www.gaymilitary.ucsb.edu/
Publications
Herbert2.htm
The president of the Gay—Les—
bian Service Members for Equal—
ity (GLSME), a group of about 15
currently—serving gays and lesbi—
ans, told UC Santa Barbara re—
searchers: "When service members
join the military, we make a per—
sonal decision to deny ourselves
the privacy that say, a college stu—
dent might reasonably expect. All
members of the GLSME are known

by at least some of their hetero—
sexual peers to be gay or lesbian.
We have developed enough of a
bond to trust each other with our
lives. And given these bonds,
changing, showering, and sharing
personal space is simply not a prob—
lem."
The center for the Study of
Sexual Minorities in the Military
is an official research unit of the
University of California, Santa
Barbara. The Center is governed by
a distinguished board of advisors
including the Honorable Lawrence
J. Korb of the Council on Foreign
Relations, Honorable Coit Blacker
of Stanford University and Profes—
sor Janet Halley of Harvard Law
School. Its mission is to promote
the study of gays, lesbians and
other sexual minorities in the
armed forces. More information is
available
at
www.gaymilitary.ucsb.edu.

Auto — Home — Life — Annuities
Sensitive to the Needs of the Goy & Lesbian Community
Office: 377—1075 _. Enrica Ramey
Home: 374—9502
E—mail: enrdicaramey@aol.com
IS YOUR LIFE IN A
FEEDBACK LOOP

9
Needing more fulfillment?
Wanting more changes in your life?
Having difficulty in figuring out the problem?
Considering therapy to get you on track?
Genuine and Caring Therapist focQsing on:
«Relationships « Depression/Anxiety + Abuse Issues
* Goal and Motivational Coaching

HRC Concerned

by Administration‘s

Rhonda Manning Hidaji, LCSW 757—7706

prehensive prevention programs
WASHINGTON — The Hu—
and sanctioning scientifically un—
man Rights Campaign has ex—
proven "abstinence—until—mar—
——pressed concern regarding a
Centers for Disease Control and . riage" sex education that
threatens to further increase the
Prevention report that shows the
number of people contracting
number of diagnosed AIDS cases
HIV, says HRC.
in the United States is up for the
"While the CDC says this rise
first time since 1993. The report
is statistically insignificant, these
was released in Boston at the 10th
disturbing statistics show that we
Conference on Retroviruses and
must not retreat, but redouble our
Opportunistic Infections.
efforts to fight this disease by
Although the increase is only
providing comprehensive preven—
one percent, it comes at a time
tion programs," said HRC Politi—
when the Bush administration is
cal Director Winnie Stachelberg.
cutting money for effective, com—

HAPPY BIRTHDAY, BJ!
61 YEARS YOUNG
MARCH 177TH
—

LOVE, MIKI

Decade

"We urge the administration to
take politics out of prevention and
fully fund science—based solu—
tions that are proven to save
lives," Stachelberg said.
The CDC‘ s report also showed
a 14 percent increase in new HIV
infections among gay men be—
tween 1999 and 2001. There are
now as many as 950,000 people
in the United States who are HIV
positive, with 40,000 Americans
being infected each year.

gkss’lq

"soan®
HYPNOTHERAPY
* Stop Smoking
* Weight Loss / Eating Disorders
* Memory and Study Skills
* Stress and Anxiety
* Sexual Dysfunction
* PTSD (Post Traumatic Stress Disorder)
PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES
* Individual Therapy
* Group Therapy
* Adolescent Therapy
* Marriage & Family Therapy
Office Hours by Appointment
Insurance Accepted
Eric Cassius, LPC, CHT
815 Mt. Moriah Road
685—5491
caish@aol.com
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Former Hotel
After Suing

Leona

— NEW YORK (AP) —A jury
awarded more than $11 million to
a former hotel manager after con—
cluding he was fired by real estate
maven Leona Helmsley because he
is gay.
The jury found Feb. 4 that
Charles Bell had endured a "hos—
tile and abusive work environ—
ment" while running Helmsley‘s
Park Lane Hotel. He was awarded

Sheridan

Manager Awarded

Million

Helmsley For Gay Bias

$10 million in punitive damages
and $1.2 million in compensatory
damages.
State Supreme Court Justice
Walter Tolub had told the jurors to
take into account the defendant‘s
financial condition and said
Helmsley‘s net worth is estimated
at $3.2 billion to $4 billion.
Helmsley looked impassively at
the jurors as the decision was read,

Lambe,

More Than $11

Lcsw

but said bylaterthe award.
that she was
"shocked"
thinkencourage
it‘s shameful,"
she said.to
"Itlie,"Iwill
more
people
andI‘msteal.outraged."
He (Bell) broke
everyHercheatrule.lawyer,
Stevenimmediately
Eckhaus,
said
he
would
move
tothat,setwould
aside theappeal.
verdict and, failing
48,million,
had suedsayingHelmsley,
82,
forsheBell,
$40
that
once
found out he was gay she sub—

peucd him to almost daily verbal
~ abuse until she fired him in March
2001.
Bell testified tearfully during the
trial, saying that about a month
before Helmsley fired him, "She
started to yell at me. She said, ‘You
look like a fag. You dress like a fag.
You are a fag."
Bell said that he was happy the
jury agreed Helmsley had discrimi—
nated against him, adding: "I don‘t
believe that any gay person should —

Protesters Rally Against

ever have to go through this kind
of treatment again, ever."
Eckhaus previously had said
Bell was fired because he was un—
qualified, not because he‘s gay. He
noted that Bell admitted that he had
submitted a resume that was
"phony baloney."
Two other gay former employ—
ees of Helmsley‘s have lawsuits
pending against her.

Kansas

Criminal Sodomy Law
overturning the lawifthe U.S. Su—
By Emily Fredrix
preme Court fails to do so this year.
Associated Press Writer
Two men from Texas are ap—
Counseling
pealing their 1998 convictions un—
TOPEKA,
Kan.
(AP)
—
Self—
that state‘s law, claiming it
¥ Grief Counseling
proclaimed "sexual outlaws" ral— der
unfairly
targets homosexuals. Ifthe
liedFeb.
15againstaKansas
law
that
¥ Depression/Anxiety Counseling
Supreme
Court findsthenthetheTexas
law
criminalizes
same—sex
sodomy.
unconstitutional,
Kansas,
"We
cannot
allow
the
govern—
and Oklahoma
statutes
ment to legislate ourvery own plea— Missouri
likewise
be invalidated.
sure, our genitals and our bodies," would
6263 Poplar Ave ¥ Suite 605
the Supreme Court
said
feminist will"Hopefully
rule
in
our
favorand
we won‘t
from Chantel
Lawrence,Guidry,
in front aofacrowd
'
901—761—9178
have
to
deal
with
legislators,"
said
ofabout
100cheering
protesters
on
SteveBrown, president ofthe Kan—
theHolding
steps of signs
the Statehouse.
sas Democratic Party Lesbian—
that read "Proud Gay—Bisexual—Transgender
BUYING OR SELLING
toKansas
be a outsodomite"
and
"State
of
pro— Caucus.
Robinson,
Brownto meet
and other
or—
testers askedofour
that bedrooms,"
the Kansas stat—
planned
Sunday
ute against anal and oral sex ganizers
legislators,
between homosexual couples be with
wouldseveral
not identify,
in thewhom
hopestheyof
repealed.
Three
other
states
ban
proposals.
only homosexual sodomy: Mis— drafting
Brown,
whosestatewide,
caucus hassaidabouthe
souri,
Oklahoma
and
Texas.
Both
members
heterosexual and homosexual sod— 400
doubted
state repeal
lawmakers
would
omy"There
are illegal
the
law‘s
on
their
seemsin toninebestates.
no legiti— seek
— "This is Kansas. I have lotsown.of
mate state interest for this lawat faith
the Democratic Party, but
all. We can‘t come up with any this isinKansas,"said
very capable har
Brown, ofPrai—
other
explanation
except
for
big—
years of Memphis—a
rie Village in suburbanKansas City.
otry,"
said
Christine
Robinson,
No anti—homosexual groups
protest organizer and a sociologist showed
¥
the rally —
GlennMoore.com
'
at
the
University
of
Kansas.
WOODLAND Robinson said she organized the somethingupthatto oppose
Broker, Owner, MBA
surprised many pro—
to show state legislators testers.
*10857
REALTOR® MLS protest
there is widespread support for Robinson said Gov. Kathleen
gmx®&asl.com377
orglenn@giennmoore.com
Specializing in

¥ Relationship

— MASSAGE —
BY
Z
NATIONALLY CERTIFIED MASSAGE THERAPIST
IN/OUT CALLS
761—7977
GIFT CERTIFICATES
BY APPOINTMENT
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Sebelius, saying her schedule was
full, declined an invitation to attend
the rally or send a message of sup—
port. At a press conference,
Sebelius said she had no view on
the subject.
Robinson asked protesters to
write Sebelius and ask that she
commute the sentence of Matthew
Limon, who is serving 17 years and
two months in prison for having sex
as an 18—year—old with an under—
age boy in February 2000. Limon
is appealing.
Robinson pointed out that, un—
der the state‘s "Romeo and Juliet"
law, had either Limon or the other
boy been a girl,. the—maximum
prison sentence would have been
one year and three months.
Nearly a dozen speakers from
local and national homosexual
rights groups said that although the
state‘s sodomy law is rarely en—
forced, it is the basis for other dis—
crimination, such as not providing
benefits to same—sex partners.
"Sodomy laws create a hostile
environment for our family mem—
bers, our loved ones and for you,"
said Samuel Thoron, national presi—
dent of Parents, Families & Friends
of Lesbians and Gays, who came
in from San Francisco for the rally.

Uy

It‘s been said that we are crazy at Prescott, because
of the stances we take and our proud tradition
of welcoming everyone, regardless of race, sexual, or
political orientation. It‘s been said that Jesus was crazy too and
we always try to do our very best to follow Him.
If you‘ve been looking for a church that‘s radically different,
with an active mission to explore compassion, pesce, justice
and the jove of Christ, come see what all the craziness is about!
Prescott Church
Rev. Martha
Pastor
499 Paiterson St. at Mynders,
across from U of M
9.30 Sunday School 10:45 Worship
901—327—8479
www.prescottchurch.org

\ Recycle Us!

When you‘re finished
reading the
Triangle Journal, don‘t
just throw the copy away
— recycle it.
TJN is printed onrecycled paper.
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Apologizes for Koufax Gossip Item
Brooklyn.for lowest
He ledearned
the.National
sisSandyin soor faranyasrelationship
it had to do I with
By
Lynn
Elber
dent
and
friend
ofKoufax
whofirst
a
gossip
item
insinuating
he
was
League
runwon
av—
had
the
team
ofthe
pitcher‘s
posi—
Associated Press Writer gay.The Post and the Dodgers are told
erage
from
1962
to
1966
and
with
him
professionally.
It‘s
not
the
tion,A saidshorthe item
couldn‘tpublished
reach Koufax:
the Cy‘66,Young
Award
inhe1963,
‘65led
kind theofjournalism
I practice,"
she and
LOS
ANGELES
(AP)
—
The
in
the
both
owned
by
News
Corp.,
and
‘told
Los
Angeles
Times.
years
in
which
also
inbaseball
Decemberhero"saidhada "Hall
of Koufax told the team he would the National League in wins.
New
York Post
wasted noa time
while
Koufax
toldthetheteamDodgers
heit Post
Fame
cooper—
apologizing
and
retracting
gos—
had
no
ill
will
for
he
felt
be nicehisto have
him
longer attendin Vero
springBeach,
trainingFla.,at here,"It butwouldI respect
ated
on agreed
a biography
afterthetheplayer‘s
book‘s noDodgertown
sipKoufaxitemto end
thathisprompted
Sandy would
be foolish
for himto
promote
decision.
author
to
keep
48—yearrelation—
any
property
owned
by
News
Corp.
Everyone
hereandhasas respect
for said
him
visit
Dodger
Stadium
ortheparticipate
ship
with
the
Los
Angeles
Dodg—
homosexuality
a
secret.
The
company,
which
bought
the
as
a
player
a
person,"
in
any
activities
while
team
is
ers, but towhether
thatHallwould
be theDodgers
the butplayerJanenorLeavy‘s
author owned by News Corp.
in 1997, is trying to sell wereNeither
outfielder
Shawn
Green,ofwho
named,
enough
bring
the
of
Fame
club.
called
Koufax
"a
legend
the
Hall
and
others
said
Koufax,
book
Sandy
Koufax:
A
Lefty‘s
pitcher
back
into
the
fold
wasn‘t
The
Post,
meanwhile,
issued
a
who
often
works
as
a
spring
train—
game."
immediately
clear. most domi— statement
had been published three ing pitching instructor, would be Maury Wills, Dodgers coach
Feb. 21itemsaying
it had Legacy
months
before.
Koufax,
baseball‘s
learned
its
gossip
was
errone—
and
a teammate
ofandKoufax
on the
greatly
missed.
Two
weeks
later,
another
news—
nant
pitcher
in
the
1960s
and
for
ous
and
apologizing.
Dodgers‘
1963
1965
World
"He
is
a
great
friend
of
the
or—
linked
Koufax
to thesome—
Post ganization and is one of the most, Series championship teams, called
many
years
after thatsevered
a Dodgers
Koufax
didn‘tstatement.
immediately
re— paper
item
and
ran
a
photo
ofhim,
spond
to
the
Derrick
pitching
instructor,
all
ties
former
play "a tremendous
if notstoried
the most,
treasured
parts of the
Post notedtoinboth
its apology.
with the team after the Post printed Hall, a Dodgers senior vice presi— thing"Wetheapologize
friend
and
tremendous
teammate."
our
past,"
Hall
said.
Koufax
"Notice
I
didn‘t
say
former
The
hard—throwing
left—hander,
and
Leavy
for
getting
i
t
wrong,"the
Serving cour Coomemuanity
teammate
because
he‘s
still
whoretired
at
age
30
after
winning
PostLeavy
said. called the gossip item 27 games during the 1966 season, mate for life," Wills said. a"Ofteam—all
for 15 gears! Please call
pitched
fourleague
no—hitterscareerduringwitha the
12— my
teammates,
he‘scontact
one ofthe
few
me wheu you are ready to
"thoroughly
erroneous
on
all
I‘ve
had
constant
with."
year
major
counts."
sell or to purchase a home.
"It was thoroughly without ba— Dodgers in both Los Angeles and
I waut to be your real
estate counectiou.
Valenta
said. exposed,
"That‘s
judicial
error,courthouse,
has been leading
ral—for ofwhentime,"
it
should
have
been
Bakersfield
lies
at
the
calling
Steve Solomon
Jagels
and someoutcry
judgesfollowed
to resign.the
Continuedfrompage 6
A
similar
| SOWELL & COMPANY
conspiracy
aroundit‘sthem,"
Jagels 1999 publication of Mean Justice
KE <A — L # I— .0 ROB
said.Some
"It‘sthink
crazy,
lunacy."
by Edward Humes,
a Pulitzer
a
pattern
of
uneven
Prize—winning
reporter
who
STEVE soLOMON [@
justice
raised
by
the
newspaperjus—
worked
at
the
Orange
County
Reg—
Broker
MLS
tifies Jagels®
ousteroneafterof scores
20 years.of ister.
Thea win—at—all—costs
book examined attitude
the re—
Office
(901)
278—4380
Jerome
Valenta,
sults
of
Residence (901) 454—1931
people
whoKernhaveCounty
had theiroverturned
convic— bycarceration
Jagels, who
touts his highest
in—
$91 Cooper
C*
»
Memphis,
TN
38104
tions
in
rate
percapitain
thestate.
e—mail: STEVENC1@AOL.COM
because ofwrongful prosecution or "It woke people up for a period
Newspaper Retracts,

Investigated or checked into, but it
died out."
Jagels dismisses Valenta as a
child molester and says The Cali—
fornian has made "bedfellows with
the fringe."
Valenta, who pleaded no con—
test to lewd and lascivious behav—
ior with a minor under 14 in Santa
Barbara County, said he has no in—
tention of backing down this time.

Living Word

Christian Church

A PowerfulPlace to Belong...
A place to relate, a place to
grow, a place where you
can build relationships that
last a lifetime...a powerful
place to belong.
2489 Broad Avenue
Memphis, TN 38112
901—452—6272
(Adjacent to the Post Office)
Services:
Sunday 10AM and 6PM
also Wednesday at 7PM
Page 70—Tr/ang/e Journal News—
Marc/72003
€
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Forlife

Every 2"° & 4" Monday, beginning
March 10", from 5 to 8 p.m., folks
who are HIV—positive* can gather at
Java Cabana, 2170 Young Ave., to
socialize and enjoy a cup of coffee.
Risk Reduction Program at 7:30 p.m

e
The
first
cup‘s
on
us!
For
more
info,
call
at
(901)Wes
272—0855
*OPENTOHIV—POSITIVEFOLKSONLY YTCabana
Friends
ForLifeis fundedinpartbythe
oftheMid—Southand
TheCityofMemphisUnited Way cooper—young‘s coffee house

Calendar Listings in Bold type take place at

A Handy 4—Page Pull—Out

GLBT venues or are specifically

Reference to Bars, Restaurants and

GLBT—related

Other Mid—South Resources and Events

Calendar Listings in Non—bold type take place
at GLBT—friendly venues or are of interest
to the GLBT community
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The Triangle Journal Calendarof Events
MARCH 2003
WEEKLY ACTIVITIES
SUNDAY
CHURCH
SERVICES
*Open
Heart
Community
ofFaith — Bible
Study323—3514
& Worship
Celebration —
North
End
ofFirst
Congregational
—
(901)
—
Iam
*HolyTrinity
Community
Church
— Sunday
School— 9:45am
and HolyWorship
Service
&
Children‘s
Church
—
(901)
320—9376
andandWorship
11am
*First
Congregational
Church
—
Sunday
School,
Café
Congo,
Service Church
— (901) —278—6786
«Prescott
Sunday — 9:30am, 10am, and 10:30am

MONDAYS
*«Pool Tournament — The Jungle — 7:30pm
«Dart Tournament — Pumping Station — 7:30pm
«Karaoke Night — Metro — 10pm

School & Worship Service — (901) 327—8479 —
9:30am & 10:45am
*»Living Word Christian Church — Mormng and Evening Worship Services —
(901) 276—0577 — 10am and 6pm

WEDNESDAY CHURCH SERVICES
*»Taizé — First Congregational Church — (901) 278—6786 — 6pm
*Prescott Church — Fellowship Dinner & Christian Life Study and Discussion
— (901) 327—8479 — 6pm & 6:45pm
*»Holy Trinity Community Church — Fellowship Supper and Bible Study —
(901) 320—9376 — 6pm & 7pm
*»Living Word Christian Church — Worship Service — (901) 276—0577 —
7pm
«Open Heart Community of Faith — "Miracles" — Study Group — North End of
First Congregational — (901) 323—3514 — 7:30pm
SUNDAYS
*Tea Dance — Metro — 4pm
*Brothers & Sisters Bowling League — Cordova Bowling Center — (901)
722—5236 or MemphisGayBowlin@aol.com — 6pm
*Pool Tournament — Pumping Station — 6pm
*Show Nite — Paragon Lounge — 8pm
*Sissy Bingo — Crossroads — 8pm
*Lights Out, Everything Goes — J—Wag‘s — 10pm
*Drag Show — Backstreet — 11pm

2117 Peabody

TUESDAYS
*Lesbians with Breast Cancer — Support Group — YWCA (766 South
Highland) — 7pm
«American Idol — Metro —
«Dart Tournament — Crossroaxs 7:45pm
*Karaoke Night — Metro — 10pm
*Karaoke Night — J—Wag‘s — 11pm
WEDNESDAYS
American Idol — Metro — 7pm
*Dart Tournament — The Jungle — 7:30pm
«Di Anne Price — The Madison Hotel — 8pm
«Midtown Round—Up — Country Dance Night — Crossroads — 8pm
*«Ink & Metal Nite — Show your tats and piercings for specials — Pumping
Station — All Day
THURSDAYS
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares — Prescott Church Fellowship Hall — (901) 438—
2427 — 7:30pm
*Karaoke — Paragon Lounge — 8pm
*»Dart Tournament — J—Wag‘s — 8pm
*Allusions Entertainment Center — 10pm
*Star Karaoke — Crossroads — 10pm
«Amateur Show — Metro — 11:30pm
FRIDAYS
*First Congo Films — First Congregational Church — (901) 278—6786 = 7pm &
9pm
«Di Anne Price — Cielo — 8pm
*Ladies Nite — Half Price Martinis — Paragon Lounge — 8pm
Karaoke — One More — 8pm
Tournament — Crossroads — 8pm
«Allusions Entertainment Center — 10pm
*Late Nite Beer Bust — Pumping Station — 10pm
*Drag Show — Backstreet — Midnight

901—278—6607 3
© 901—278—MORL

SATURDAYS
(See Page 12)
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WELCOME
Adult Sunday School begins at 9:45AM
Children‘s Sunday School & Worship Service is
each Sunday at 11 AM.
Fellowship Supper GPM and Fellowship
Gathering 7ZPM each Wednesday.

Holy Trinity Community Church
L_"
F3

Phone: 901 —320—93 76
Website:
Holytrinitymemphis .org
Email:HTCCMemphis@ao1.com

:

685 South Highland
The Rev. Timothy Meadows, M.Div., Pastor

SATURDAYS
«Camp Fire USA — First Congre gational Church — (901) 327—0438 or
CampFireMemphis@yahoo.com — 10am
*Di Anne Price — Cielo — 8pm
*Dance Nite — Paragon Lounge — 8pm
«Pool Tournament — J—Wag‘s — 8pm

The

Triangle

Journal

Allusions Entertainment Center — 10pm
*»Drag Show — Backstreet — Midnight & 3am —

Antique

SPECIAL EVENTS
Wednesday, March 5th
Saturday, March 1st

«2xLambda — First Wednes—

*First Saturday Club — First

_

day — Dinner at Nagasaki

Congregational Church —

— (901) 223—3331 — 7pm
Thursday, March 6th

Holy Trinity Community

Harehouse

#¥lall

2563 Summer Avenue

Tuesday, March 11th

%

Memphis, TN 38112

«Lambda Circle — First

(901)323—0600

Congregational Church —

AUNTIQMEM@AOL.CQM

(901) 278—6786 — 6:30pm

Members of American Cut Glass Association
We Buy and Sell Estates

«Di Anne Price — Wang‘s

(901) 278—6786 — 2pm
*Service of Dedication —

Bill Johns

Larry Timmerman

Mandarin House — 6pm

ePFLAG — Prescott Baptist

Church — 685 South

Church — (901) 761—1444

Highland Avenue — (901)

— 7pm

Thursday, March 13th
Parents Together — Support
Group for GLBT Parents

320—9376 — 5:30pm
7th
Sunday, March 2nd

*»Catholic Mass with Special

eMGLCC Town Hall Meet—

Invitation to GLBTs — St.

ing — Community Center

Board Meeting —

— Holy Trinity Commu—

ing — United Way Build—

Community Center (892

nity Church — (901) 320—

ing (Union Avenue) —

South Cooper) — (901)

9376 — 7pm

11:30am

278—4297 — 2pm

«Di Anne Price — Wang‘s
Saturday, March 15th

(901) 278—4297 — 2pm

Saturday, March 8th

Sunday, March 23rd

Consortium Meet—

Patrick‘s Church — 7pm

(892 South Cooper) —

Tuesday, March 18th

Ad & Copy Deadline

Mandarin House — 6pm
*Integrity Worship, Dinner

_*2xLambda — Academy
Award Party — Commu—
nity Center (892 South

and Program — $8 —

Cooper) — (901) 268—4675

LGC] Meeting — Commu—

Calvary Episcopal Church

— Time TBA

nity Center (892 South

— (901) 278—8915 or (901)

by Friends For Life — St.

Cooper) — (901) 327—2677

374—9484 — 6:30pm, 7pm

John‘s United Methodist

— 2pm

& 7:45pm

*Memphis Bears Club
Monday, March 3rd

Night — Pumping Station

*Feast for Friends — Hosted

— 10pm
Sunday, March 9th

Church — (901) 272—0855

— Second Sun—

— 6pm

for the April 2003 TJN

«BJ & Herb‘s Birthday

day Social — "Memphis

Party — Instead of gifts,

Monologues" — Gibson

make donations to

Group — Jackson, TN —

Guitar Factory — (901)

MGLCC — Community

Davis—Kidd Conference

223—3331 — 2pm

*Jackson Lambda Support

Room — 6pm

Anne Price — Huey‘s
Midtown — 4pm

Center (892 South Coo—

Social & Support Group —

ABC4 TOUCH
MASSAGE

&

GUESTHOUSE

Mandarin House — 6pm
19th

Friday, March 28th

«HIV/AIDS Support Group

April 2003 TJN Due Out

— Jonesboro — 7pm

— Fourth Friday
Fun — Call RJ for details/

Thursday, March 20th
*Gay & Lesbian Book Club

directions — (901) 223—
3331 — 7pm

Holy Trinity Community

— Community Center

Church —

(892 South Cooper) —

Walk — Sponsored by

MirrorImage_TG@yahoo.com

(901) 278—4297 — 7pm

2xLambda — Community

— 7pm
*Tsarus Club Night —
Pumping Station — 10pm

*»Bake—Off, Buy—Off, Cake

Center (892 South Coo—
Saturday, March 22nd
Submissions deadline for

per) — (901) 223—3331 —
8pm

the April 2003

A
Sunday, March 16th
«Di Anne Price — Huey‘s

BODYWISE

Downtown — 4pm
COMPANY

ABC4TOUCH
@AOL .COM —
MAJOR
CREDIT

3
for Appointment
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CARDS
ACCEPTED

Out & About Calendar —
tincalendargirl@yahoo.com
or (901) 268—4675
*MGLCC Benefactor Hall

Monday, March 17th
*Feast for Friends — Hosted

Call

Tuesday, March 25th
*Di Anne Price — Wang‘s

Wednesday, March

per) — 6pm
«Mirror Image — TG/TS

~

Dedication Ceremony —
Community Center (892

by Friends For Life — St.

South Cooper) — (901)

John‘s United Methodist

278—4297 — 7pm

Church — (901) 272—0855
— 6pm

Sunday, March 30th
«Di Anne Price — Huey‘s
Downtown — 8pm

*
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Mid—South Community Resources

The Gay Memphis Resources Directory is
printed as a public service, and its listings
are free. Agencies and businesses listed
herein have requested to be listed, but have
not been charged. All phone numbers are
area code 901 unless otherwise noted.
(* Indicates TIN distribution points.)
ADULT BOOKSTORES
Airport Bookmart: 2214 Brooks Rd E.
# 345—0657.
Cherokee Adult Book Store: 2947 Lamar
# 744—7494,
Fantasy Warehouse I*: 791—793 North
White Station — 683—9649
Executive South* — 1847 E. Brooks Rd.
# 345—0825
Fantasy Warehouse #4* — 2532 N. Watkins
— 5 358—8642
Getwell Book Mart: 1275 Getwell
a 454—7765.
Paris Adult Entertainment Center: 2432
Summer = 323—2665.
Tammy‘s # 2: 2220 East Brooks Rd
# 396—9050.
Tammy‘s # 3: 1617 Getwell
Rd
# 744—4513.
_.
Tammy‘s # 4: 5937 Summer Ave.
6
373—5760.
BARS / RESTAURANTS
Backstreet*: 2018 Court Street
# 276—5522.
Bogie‘s Delicatessen: 2098 La Salle Place
# 272—0022.
Bourbon Street Cafe: (In the French
Quarter Suites)*, 2144 Madison # 728—
4000.
Buns on the Run*: 2150 Elzey Ave. 38104
# 278—2867 (278—BUNS).
Crossover: 851 Island Road, Columbus,
MS #
~
Crossroads*: 1278 Jefferson # 276—8078.
Crossroads II*: 111 N. Claybrook
# 274—8655.
§
J—Wags*: 1268 Madison # 725—1909.
Lorenz/AfterShock*: 1528 Madison # 274—
8272.
:
Madison Flame*: 1588 Madison
# 278—9839.
Mélange: 948 South Cooper # 276—0002.
Metro Memphis*: 1349 Autumn
# 274—8010.
N—cognito*: 338 South Front # 523—0599.
One More*: 2117 Peabody # 278—MORE
(6673).
Overstuffed Deli & Caterers: 3003 Airways
Blvd. #701 = 396—1969, 3727 South
Mendenhall = 362—2989, 7716 Poplar
Ave., Germantown # 757—1212.
Paragon Lounge*: 2865 Walnut Grove #
320—0026
P & H Cafe*: 1532 Madison ‘Ave.
# 274—9794.
Pumping Station*: 1382 Poplar Ave.
# 272—7600.
Rumors*: 637 Hwy 145 South, Shannon,
MS # 601—767—9500.
The Jungle*: 1474 Madison # 278—4313.
The Other Side*: 3883 Highway 45 North,
Jackson, TN # 1—901—668—3749.
CARDS & GIFTS
:
inz & Outz*: 553South Cooper
# 728—6535.
GGS Gourmet: # 278—6218 or on the web
at GGSGourmet.com
CARPET CARE / CLEANING SERVICES
BJ‘s Cleaning Service: # 726—4211.
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or Office
# 745—3300.
kee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or
Residential, 24—hr. service, free estimates
# 327—6165.
COMMUNITY GROUPS
Alliance: Leather/levi club * Box 42174,
Memphis 38174.
Aloysius Home, Inc.: (See Friends for Life).
American Gay Atheists (AGA) Memphis:
Box 41371, Memphis 38174—1371.
Aphrodite: 3430 Summer Ave, Memphis
38122.
f
BGALA (Students for Bisexual, Gay &
Lesbian Awareness): BGALA c/o Office
of Greek Affairs, Box 100, U of M
38152, email: bgala@ce.memphis.edu.
# 729—3915.
Bluff City Sports Association: Box 41803,
Memphis 38174—1803 # 726—4342, email:

memphisgaysoftball@yahoo.com .
Brothers & Sisters Bowling League:
# 465—4371 — Richard Andrews.
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/Lesbian
Square Dance Club « Meets Thurs.,
Prescott Memorial Baptist Church » 2298
Elzey, Memphis 38104 # 272—2116.
Crossroads: African American Gay men‘s
motivation/support/social group. Meets 1st
& 2nd Fridays. Conrad R. Pegues, 1902
Freemont Ave., Memphis 38114,
crpegues @ aol.com.
Equality Tennessee: P.O. Box 241363,
. Memphis 38124, www.equality—
tennessee.org = 327—2677.
4F: Leather/Levi group « 698 Pope Dr.,
Bartlett 38112.
First Congregational Church: Worship
Service: Sun. 9 & 10:30 am, Wed. 6 pm ®
1000 South Cooper = 278—6786.
First Presbyterian Church: Sun. School,
9:30 am; Coffee & fellowship, 10:30 am;
Worship, 11 am « 166 Poplar = 525—
5619.
Friends For Life—HIV Resources: HIV/
AIDS Service Organization + 1384
Madison, Memphis 38104 # 272—0855 or
# 278—AIDS.
Holy Trinity Community Church*: Worship
Service: Sun. 9 & 11 am; Bible study:
Wed. 7 pm; 685 S. Highland # 320—9376,
e—mail:HTCCMemphis@aol.com.
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tues.,
Healing Service/Eucharist, 6pm; Dinner,
6:45pm, $4; Meeting 7:30pm » c/o Calvary
Episcopal Church, 102 N. 2nd
# 525—6602.
Jackson Lambda Support Group:
Memphis Lambda Center # 901—427—1500
for information.
Living Word Christian Church: Worship
Service Sun. 10 am & 6pm, Wed. 7 pm ®
_ 2489 Broad Aver 452—6272
Loving Arms (Services for HIV+ Women
& Their Children): Shelia Tankersley,
P.O. Box 3368, Memphis, TN 38173 #
725—6730.
‘Memphis Area Gay Youth (MAGY): PO
Box 241852, Memphis, TN 38124 = 335—
MAGY for info; website:www.geocities.
com. westhollywood/1772/.
Memphis Bears Club: 1066 Wrenwood,
Memphis 38122 = 323—4773, e—mail
info@memphisbears.com, website:
www.memphisbears.com.
Memphis Center for Reproductive Health:
1462 Poplar Ave # 274—3550.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Atheists &
Humanists (GALAH): www.geocities.—
com/memphisgalah # 327—2677.
«Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community
Center (MGLCC): 892 S Cooper,
_ Memphis 38104 = 278—4297.
Memphis Lesbian & Gay Coalition for
Justice (MLGCY): Box 241363, Memphis
38124
# 327—2677, e—mail:
@ yahoo.com, www.geocities.com/
migcj.
Memphis Pride, Inc.: Gay, Lesbian,
Bisexual, & Transgendered Pride Events
* Box 111265, Memphis 38111
@ 32—PRIDE, e—mail: MphsPride@ aol.com.
Memphis TransGender Alliance: TV/TS
support group ® c/o Barbara Jean Jasen,
Box 11052, Memphis, TN 38111—0052.
Mystic Krewe of Memphis United:
41— S. Century, Memphis, 38111.
www.geocities.com/mardigrasmemphis
Parents, Families & Friends of Lesbians
& Gays (P—FLAG): Box 172031, Memphis
38187—2031 # 761—1444.
Parents & Friends of Lesbians & Gays
(P—FLAG): Jackson, TN 38305
# 1—901—664—6614 for information, e—mail:
burtren@aeneas.com
Southern Country Memphis: Country
Western Dance Club.
Southern Sisters: Support group for
transexual women (male to female)
# 728—4297, 7:30—11 pm for referral.5
Stonewall Mission Church: A Progressive
Christian Church » Sun. Service 6:30 p.m.,
meets at the Center, 103 Berry Rd.,
Nashville, TN 37204 # (615) 269—3480.
Sunshine Travelers: Meets every other
Tuesday at 7 pm at The Jungle,
# 788—4PLA (4752)
Tennessee Leather Tribe: Gay men‘s/
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women‘s leather org. 1568 Rolling Hills
Dr., Memphis, TN 38127—5409
# 357—1921.
T
The Mid—Towners Bowling League:
# 323—3111 — Linda Etherton, 342—4630 —
James Bailey.
Tsarus: Leather—Levi club « Box 41082,
Memphis 38174—1082.
Univ. of Miss. Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual
Assoc.: GLBA, PO Box 3541, Univ., MS
38677 =
662—915—7049, email:
glba@olemiss.edu, website: http://
www.olemiss.edu/orgs/giba.
UT—Martin ALLIES: Campus and
community. Alternate Weds. 5 p.m. Info
131F Humanities Bldg., Martin 38238,
neilg@utm.edu = 587—7301.
WAC (Woman‘s Action Coalition): PO
Box 1203, 3566.Walker, Memphis 38111
# 678—3339.
COUNSELING SERVICES
Alive Memphis! A Holistic Healing Center,
www.alivememphis.com, Individual &
Couples Therapy, EMDR, Radiant Heart
Therapy. # 372—2991, Susan Taranto;
372—2593, Carol Schlicksup.

8s),

\\\\“

out

if
mid

Eric
Cassiug,
L.P.C.,
C.H.T.:
Hypnotherapy, Individual, Group,
Adolescent, Couples & Family Counseling.
Sliding scale fee available. .# 685—5491
for appointment.
Joel Chapman, PhD: 1000 S. Cooper #
844—4357.
Kent D. Fisher, LPC, MAC: Experiential
Healing Center, 1713 Lockett Place #
372—0710. EMDR, group, individual,
couples & family therapy.
Gary Gardia, M.Ed., LCSW: Midtown
location; grief, loss; Lesbian,Gay &
transgender; individuals, couples
# 527—1098.
Anne S. Gillis, MS: Individual, couple &
family counseling, rebirthing # 761—3435.
Patricia Goshorn, M.Ed.:
Licensed
Psychological Counselor « Simmons,
Kelman & Assoc., 3960 Knight Arnold Rd,
Ste 316 = 369—6050.
Cliff Heegel, PhD: Licensed Psychologist ®
Centerpoint, 5180 Park Ave. Ste 150
# 767—1066.
Sheridan Lambe, LCSW:
Individual &
Couple Counseling, = 761—9178.
Rhonda Manning Hidaji, LCSW: Individual
& Couples. Goal—Oriented Gestalt &
Integrative Psychotherapy, Sliding Fee
Scale, Germantown/Cordova area
# 757—7706.
Joseph
Robert
Pfeiffer,
LCSW:
# 578—9107.
M. Todd Puckett, MS, LPC: Personal
Enhancement Coaching. « 5050 Poplar
Ave., Suite 2400 # 844—6228.
J. Kent Usry, M.Div., MAC, LCSW:
Counseling Individuals, Couples, Children,
& Families. Specialties: Trauma,
Addictions, Grief & Sexuality. Sliding Fee
Scale. # 491—8632.
Kathryn T. Vullo, PhD: Licensed Clinical
Psychologist, LLC 8590 Farminton Blvd.,
Ste. 3,G‘twn, 670 Colonial Rd., Ste. 1,
Mphs.
=
848—6666,
www.inter—
personalnet.com.
DENTAL SERVICES
William N. Castle, D.D.S.: Dentist + 79
North Cooper # 685—5008.
FINANCIAL SERVICES
Ronnie Bingham, CPA: T axes, accounting,
estate planning # 753—1413.

Donald Morgan Bookkeeping and Tax
Service: 3340 Poplar Ave.,Ste 305
@ 458—0152.
Karen B. Shea: Financial Consultant, Smith
Barney Inc., 1661 International Dr., Ste.
200 # 818—4134, 800—227—4146, fax: 818—
4233. .
Sarah A. Washington: Investment Advisor
= 466—3588, website: www.lpl.com/
sarah.washington, e—mail: sarah.
washington @lpl.com. —
FLORISTS
Botanica: 937 S. Cooper, # 274—5767, 1—
800—769—5767, fax: 274—5688.
Park East Florist: 6005 Park = 761—2980.
GRAPHICS/PHOTOGRAPHY
ABC/A2Z:
Digital
Photography/
Videography. By Appointment = 377—
7701.
Graffiti Graphics: 1985 Madison #7
# 278—5002.
It‘s Done!: Typing, word processing/printing
service—resumés, thesis, manuscripts, etc.
# 795—4308.
Printers Ink: Box 11485,—0485 # 454—1411.
RK Photo: Black & white photography,
processing & printing services. Full color
post card advertising. Call # 452—2766 or
e—mail: btag69a@prodigy.com.
See—S: Portraits & photography # 327—3760.
HELP & INFORMATION LINES
Affirmation: = (708) 733—9590.
AIDS Switchboard: = 278—AIDS.
Gay & Lesbian Helpline: = 1—888—340—
GLBT (Mon.—Fri., 5—10pm, Sat.—Sun., 4—
9pm).
s
Gay & Lesbian Hotline: # 1—800—285—7431
(24 hr. help & information for Lesbians,
Gays, transvestites & transexuals).
Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline: = 1—800°
347—TEEN (Thu.—Sun., 7pm—11:45pm.).
Gay & Lesbian Switchboard: # 278—4297
* 24—hrs.
Human Rights Campaign: = 327—2677,
jmaynard2 @ earthlink.net
LINC: # 725—8895.
Memphis Sexual Assault Resource
Center: # 272—2020
Narcotics Anonymous: # 276—LIVE.
Peer Listening: Youth—staffed GLBT youth
hotline (Mon.—Fri., 3—9pm) # 1—800—399—
PEER.
Suicide
&
Crisis
Intervention:
# 274—7477.
Transvestite—Transexual
National

gotlfne: ® (617) 899—2212 (8—2am, Mon.—
at.).
LEGAL SERVICES
Wayne C. Gulledge, Attorney at Law:
6041 Hwy 4 W, Senatobia, MS 38668 #
(662) 301—2014 or (662) 292—0823.
David Hooper, Attorney at Law: 1870
Union Ave # 274—6824.
Deborah K. Brooks, Attorney at Law: 200
Jefferson Ave. = 529—8888.
Susan Mackenzie, Attorney at Law: 266
So. Front St., Ste. 206 # 527—7701.
Robert Ross, Attorney at Law: 100 N.
Main, Ste 3310 # 525—0417.
Jocelyn D. Wurzburg, Attorney at Law:
5118 Park , Ste 232, = 684—1332.
Jason O. Young, Jr., Attorney at Law:
147 Jefferson, Ste 806, # 728—4000.
LODGING
French Quarter Suites*: 2144 Madison
# 523—8912.
Hampton Inn & Suites: 962 S. Shady
Grove, Group Sales—Events Coordinator:
E. Ryan Dougherty # 762—0056.
The King‘s Cottage: Newly renovated, 87—
89 Clark Place, Midtown Memphis
# 722—8686, www.thekingscottage.com.
MASSAGE SERVICES
ABC A Bodywise Company Guesthouse:
Relaxing therapeutic, full—body massage/
sports massage. By appointment. # 877—
7701.
Massage by Jim: # Pager 541—0579.
Massage by Joseph: Full body stress
relief = 353—4436.
Tom Pitman: Rejuvenating full—body
massage by appointment. # 761—7977.
MEDIA
Family & Friends:Free monthly magazine
* Box 771948, Memphis 38177—1948,

# 682—2669, Fax: 685—2234, email:
FamilyMag@aol.com, http://members.
aol.com/familymag/homepage.html.
Triangle Journal News: Free monthly
newspaper published by Printers Ink «
Box 11485, Memphis, 38111—0485
# 454—1411, Fax: 454—1411 *51, email:
memphisTJN@aol.com, website: http://
www.memphistrianglejournal.com.
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
Antique Warehouse*: 2563 Summer
# 323—0600.
Balnea Blue Hair Salon: 2111 Madison # —
726—0090.
:
Bereavement Express: A unique way to
express your sympathy to family, friends,
co—workes, clients. = 578—9107;
www.LandscapesPublishing.com
Dabbles Hair Co.: 19 N. Cooper
# 725—0521.
David Gairhan: A/C, refrigeration &
appliance repair # 274—7011.
Girls Work: Incudes: House Doctors,
Intimate Occasions, Lunch to Go,
BasketGrams & Everyday Services #
276—1935, email: griswrk@hotmail.com,
http://www.webspawner.com/users/
girlswork/index. html.
Bob Hughes, EdD: Yoga, relaxation &
meditation classes # 682—0855.
Bonnie‘s Doggie Day Care: 885 S. Cooper,
# 726—1300.
Love Song Greeting Cards: Specializing
in greeting cards for lovers only «P.O. Box
676, Horn Lake, MS 38637—2165.
Betty‘s: 806 South Cooper. # 274—5336.
McPherson Appliance Clinic: Sales,
service & repair, Heating & A/C. « 1447
National, = 327—6887, 327—7395.
Midtown Galleries & Auction, Inc.*:
Antiques, Art, Painted & Unusual
Furnishings * 2228 Central # 725—0049.
Midtown House Cleaning Service: 15yr.
exp., ref., onsight est., «# 274—0281
evenings or weekends.
Paggios for Hair Salon: # 274—3944.
Pet Care Unlimited: Pet sitting and/or house
sitting by competent, caring couple #
726—6198. :
Enrica Ramey: Insurance Memphis
# Business: 377—1075, e—mail:
EnricaRamey @ aol.com.
Star Search Video*: 1411 Poplar Ave
# 272—STAR.
TNT Painting: Tom Rowe & Trent Gatewood
# 481—7900.
Tom Webb Ins.: Insuring in the Gay and —
Lesbian Community, 4646 Poplar
# 682—2170.
Vantek: Internet Services + Box 11187,
Memphis 38111—0187 = 324—4999,
e—mail: viadmin@vantek.net.
www.
tarts Now.com:
Professional magicians, live animals,
clowns, balloon artists, face painter, DJs,
pony rides & illusionists—fund raisers
@ 358—7258—Nicholas Toombs.
ESTATE
Russell Armstrong, Developer, Looney
Developments: 194 Looney Ave. = 525—
3044,
Brian Clanton, The Carter Group: 1908
Exeter, Ste. 2, Germantown # 753—7222,
458—3852.
Joanna Johnson, Realtor, Clay Johnson
Realty: 757—B West Poplar Ave.
# 853—0237.
Glenn Moore, Broker, Owner, Woodland
Realty: = 377—1057.
Darian Porter, Affiliate Broker, The Carter
Group: 1908 Exeter, Ste. 2, Germantown
# 753—7222, 278—4079.
Steve Solomon, Broker, Sowell &
Company: 54 S. Cooper # 278—4380.
Randy Wilder, Affiliate Broker, Sowell &
Company: 54 S. Cooper = 278—4380.
TRAVEL
Great American Cruises, Inc.: Cruise
Travel Agency, Sherman Perkins, 52 N.
Second # 525—5302.
Travel Customized by Jean Morris:
Member International Gay & Lesbian
Travel Association # 465—2936.
TJN IS ALSO DISTRIBUTED
AT THESE LOCATIONS
Circuit Playhouse: 1705 Poplar Ave.
# 726—5521..
©
Memphis and Shelby County Public
Library: 3030 Poplar Ave. # 725—8800.

~
MGLCC Grand

Saturday,

Feb.

Opening

15,

2003

1. Grandopening ailtendees relax on
the MGLCC frontporch.
2. Memphis Mayor Willie Herenton
(left) and MGLCC President Len
Piechowski cut the ribbon, opening
the center.
3. Rev. Chery! Cornish of First
Congregational Church offers a
benediction.
4. Acake decoratedwith the MGLCC
logo was consumedatthe reception.
5. Rev. Timothy Meadows of Holy
Trinity Community Church leads a
prayer for the center‘s opening.
6. Memphis Mayor Willie Herenton
offers words of encouragement for
the gay and lesbian community.
7. A standing room onlycrowdpacks
the center for its ribbon cutting
ceremony.

g MGLCC President Len Piechowski welcomes
the community to the center.
9. A carvedstone with the word "Welcome"graces
the center‘s porch.
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Night of Wine and

Roses

Evening of Intoxicating

Entertainment

Review by Bob Dumais

point on, the great music continued
for almost three hours.
Like the custom—designed bottle
All the vocalists joined in on a
of champagne and chocolate rose
medley of"Tangerine" and "Glow
that greeted each person attending
Worm," and then proceeded indi—
this year‘s Friends for Life Fabu—
vidually and in various combina—
lous February Concert, The Music
tions to highlight the career of
ofJohnny Mercer... A Night of Wine
Savannah, Ga., native Mercer and
& Roses was an evening of spar—
his masterful lyrics.
—
kling and sweet entertainment.
Some of the many classic songs
The concert at the New Daisy
included were "Satin Doll," Sky—
Theater featured vocal perfor—
lark," Something‘s Gotta Give," "I
mances by Doug Saleeby, Holly
Wanna Be Around," "Come Rain
Shelton, Chris Hudson, Gary
or Come Shine," "Laura," "Fools
Johns, Jackie Johnson and Reni
Rush In," "One for My Baby,"
Simon, all backed by the outstand—
"Day In, Day Out," "Dream," "I
ing Memphis Jazz Orchestra. Kym
Remember You," "Accentuate the
Clark of WMC—TVS served as
Positive," "That Old Black Magic,"
hostess as well as singing a num—
"Summer Wind," "Moon River,"
ber or two herself.
:
"Goody, Goody," "Jeepers Creep—
Kallen Esperian was originally
ers," "You Must Have Been a
scheduled to appear, but sent her
Beautiful Baby" and "Hooray for
regrets. She was called away un—
Hollywood."
expectedly to fill in for an ill so—
Rene Koopman wrote the
prano in Otello at the Metropolitan
combo arrangements; and Carl
Opera.
Wolfe provided the big band ar—
Despite that setback, Butch Val— _ rangements, including a unique set—
entine, director of special events at
ting for Hudson and Saleeby‘s
Friends for Life, produced another
performance of "Autumn Leaves."
amazing concert which attracted
All the singers were excellent
audience members from as far
throughout, but Jackie Johnson hit
away as Canada and Germany.
the high note of the evening with
The MJO started the event with
her version of"Blues in the Night,"
a delightful arrangement of Johnny
which brought the audience to its
Mercer and Henry Mancini‘s "Cha—
feet.
rade." These guys deserve a full
Compliments also should go the
concert of their own. From that
sound technician for his superb

Vocalists at Friends For Life‘s sixth annual Fabulous February Concent were (I—r) Jackie Johnson, Gary Johns,
Holly Shelton, Chris Hudson, Doug Saleeby andReni Simon performingThe Music of Johnny Mercer. They were
backed by Rene Koopman on piano and the Memphis Jazz Orchestra.
audio work. This aspect of concerts
if often overlooked, by it can make
or break a show.
This year‘s sixth annual Fabu—
lous February Concert was dedi—
cated to the memory of former
Friends for Life Board Member Dr.
Marshall Koonce. He served on the
‘board from 1992 until 1999, in—
cluding four years as board presi—
dent.
During a break to announce

thank yous, Butch Valentine
brought Shelby County Mayor
A.C. Wharton to the stage. He as—
sisted Butch in auctioning off two
huge floral arrangements that
graced the stage for the show. They
ultimately sold for $1000 each.
Following the concert, the au=
dience and cast moved to Alfred‘s
on Beale for a champagne recep—
tion and silent auction. The Carl
Wolfe Jazz Quartet provided the

entertainment.
All told, approximately $35.000
was raised at the event.
As always, the Fabulous Febru—
ary Concert lived up to the first
word in its name. The weather may
have been somewhat less than per—
Fect, but Feb. 23rd‘s Night of Wine
& Roses was just about as perfect
a salute to the music of Johnny
Mercer as you could want.

any events like this.
The voting for King and Queen
is simply a wayto raise money for
Friends for Life, and it‘s not a big
deal. However, this year, we were
given a check on a closed account
for the amount of $1,000 for some—
one to win Queen. I have no prob—
lems with who wins King or Queen
— Ijust want the money for FFL.
In announcing to our commu—
nity what was done, I am remov—
ing the crown of Tracey Stone
(who did not write the check) and
announcing that Miss Amber

Loden has been crowned the new
2003 Queen of Hearts. I saw Am—
ber going around asking for dollars
not for herself, but for Friends for
Life. I started this benefit for FFL
after watching more than 150
friends dic in the early 90s with no
telling how many since then.
Amber would have won with—
out the check and Tracey would
have been Favorite Valentine, but
because of the way this situation
went down, I‘m moving Favorite
Valentine to the next place who is
Alma.
I feel that the reputation ofthe
King and Queen of Hearts was hit
and hit hard, as well as taking
money away from Friends for Life
clients which is desperately
needed. This all happened because
someone was trying to look good
in front offriends, knowing that the
check was no good and written on
a closed account.
The Memphis gay community
does not need this type of behavior
as we are sometimes looked on as
second class, or lower, simply be—
cause of our sexual preferences.
Regardless of any ground we gain
in public, situations like this knock
us back not just one step but some—
times three or four steps. Then we
have to fight that much harder to
regain what was lost.
Jimmy Gray,
Founder of the King and
Queen of Hearts

Queen
Continued from page 2
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Switchboard
NEW PHONE NUMBER

278—4297

efit shows and you know me as a
performer from years ago as Dee
Dee Whitaker.
However, at this year‘s King
and Queen of Hearts, there was an
incident that happened that has
tainted the integrity of what this
event has become... and what I
wanted it to be, which is a fun event
within our community.
As most of you know, I will
speak my piece. So please hear me
well and be aware if your holding

24 Hours a Day
Computer Voice—Mail and Live Operator
Information for
Memphis—area Gay Clubs, Organizations,
Counselors, Nightclubs, Restaurants and more!

SUSAN
MACKENZIE
Attorney At Law

A service of the
Memphis Gay &
Lesbian Community Center.

266 S. Front St.
Suite 206
Memphis, TN 38103
527—7701

Published as a public service by the 7Twangle Journal News.
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Book Club Has Moved to MGLCC
The Gay and Lesbian Book as the MGLCC Book Club.
free and open to anyone and new
Club previously sponsored by As a special Kick—Off Celebra— members
always welcome
Bookstar at Poplar Plaza is has tion of its move to the MGLCC (even if youarehaven‘t
read the book
moved to its new home! Beginning building at 892 Cooper, they will selection for that month)
.
in February, the book club began be discussing As Meat Loves Salt
The
following
is
the
selection
meeting at the Memphis Gay and by Maria McCann at 7 p.m. As a and date for April:
*
Lesbian Community Center on the special treat, the author willbe join—
*
Thurs.,
Apr.
17th,
7
p.m.
third Thursday night of every ing us to discuss his latest work.
Book: Fingersmith by Sarah
month at 7:00 p.m. It is now known
The book discussion group is Waters
CONGRATULATIONS TO
GLENN JONES
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will feature songs written about
the stars, moon, sun and other
heavenly bodies. Scheduled
pieces include excerpts from
Holt‘s "The Planets," a medley
of moon songs including "Moon
River," and the Little Rock pre—
miere of "Star Gazing," a piece
by Southern Methodist Univer—
sity graduate J. Granville Eakin
III, commissioned by the Turtle
Creek Chorale for the Music
Educators National Conference
Southeast Regional Convention
in Savannah, Ga.
"The music in this concert is
absolutely gorgeous," said TCC
Artistic Director Seelig. "There
is truly a little something for ev—
erybody in this concert," Dr.
Seelig added.
Tickets for the Little Rock
concert are free, and can be re—
served by calling 1—501—377—
1161 beginning Sun., March 2.
All tickets are general admis—
sion, and will be held at the door
for pick—up before 6:45 p.m. the
night of the concert.

Concertin Little Rock March 29
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The Turtle Creek Chorale
(TCC), the 200—voice gay men‘s
chorus from Dallas, Tex., under
the direction of Dr. Timothy
Seelig, will bring its award—
winning choral music to Trin—
ity United Methodist Church,
1101 N. Mississippi, in Little
Rock on Sat., March 29, at 7
p.m.
This final performance on
the chorale‘s three—city tour,
which also includes Savannah
and Atlanta, Ga., is part ‘of the
Trinity Presents! Performing
Arts Series. "It is the first time
that we have sung in Little
Rock, and we couldn‘t be more
excited," said Dr. Seelig. "Trin—
ity is a wonderful music series,
and we are extremely proud to
be among those who have been
invited to perform on it."
This concert is the nearest
the TCC will get to the Mem—
phis area for at least the next
couple of years.
The concert, "A Music
Lover‘s Guide to the Universe,"

Perform
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Turtle Creek Chorale to

x a mbda
Memphis
... Presents
The Bake—Off, Buy—Off,
Cake Walk!
Calling all Community Bakers and Bakettes!
Come share your dessert and you might win a prize!
, ~«ig~—

TIME: 8pm to 10pm
REGISTRATION: 7pm to 7:30pm
$2 to enter
$2 admission
$2 cake walk

For being selected as Friends For Life‘s
Volunteer of the Year

PRIZES PROVIDED BY:
BUNS ON THE RUN, VIKING CULINARY, TARGET, AND MORE!
COFFEE PROVIDED BY STARBUCKS (UNION & McLEAN)
CALL RJ @ 223—3331 FOR MORE DETAILS!
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by Romeo San Vicente

as Dr. Kildare in the eponymous
Kathy Griffin
‘60s series, has decided to come
Faces Reality
clean about his homosexuality.
Gay fave Kathy Griffin has been
Chamberlain is writing a memoir
keeping busy with part—time gigs
titled Toward Love, which will be
on Celebrity Mole and as guest co—
published by HarperCollins this
host of Jimmy Kimmel‘s late—night
spring. In it, the Thorn Birds star
show. But now NBC is looking for
will reportedly reveal his struggle
a serious commitment from the vi—
to reconcile his sexuality with his
ciously funny redhead. Griffin is
public persona. The 67—year—old
making a pilot for the network in ~ Chamberlain resides in Hawaii
the vein of Larry David‘s award—
with his manager—slash—lover Mar—
winning Curb Your Enthusiasm, in
tin Rabbett, with whom he‘s been
which she‘ ll play herself and inter—
happily coupled since 1987.
act with actors portraying people
Rabbett served as the executive
from her real life. I talked to Kathy
producer for the 1999 miniseries Too
after one of her recent Hollywood
Rich: The Secret Life ofDoris Duke,
performances, where she
in which Chamberkain portrayed the
dished on everyone from Ryan
heiress‘ gay butler who was sus—
Seacrest to Barbara Walters.
pected of orchestrating her death
Would the avowed fag hag con—
sider putting homos in her pilot?
Anything Goes for Kline
"Of course," she said. "How could
Oscar winner and sometime
I do an episode about [beauty] pag—
gay—player Kevin Kline has got
eants without my gays?" The pilot
famed gay songwriter Cole Porter
shoots in April, and, if picked up,
under his skin. Kline is set to star
the series would start in the fall.
as Porter in De—Lovely, a biopic that
will feature more than 30 songs
Who Let the Doc Out?
from the composer‘s amazing rep—
Sexy senior Richard Chamber—
ertoire of playfully popular hits.
lain, who first set hearts a—flutter
Porter, who married a woman but

had numerous affairs with men,
had an intense relationship with
his tough, socialite wife, Linda
Lee Porter, whom he viewed as
his muse. His career took off only
after they married, and he stopped
working completely after sh&
died. No actress has been signed
to play opposite Kline as the
lovely Linda, but Romeo thinks
butchy—but—straight
Frances
McDormand or Holly Hunter
would be just de—lightful in the role.
Phantom Is a Menace
to Make
Talented tunesmith Andrew
Lloyd Webber wants to make
beautiful music with queer direc—
tor Joel Schumacher. Webber has
just bought back the screen rights
to his uber—successful Broadway
musical Phantom of the Opera
from Warner Bros., where the
showstopper has been stalled in
development hell for well over a
decade. Webber is convinced that
following the success of Moulin
Rouge and Chicago, Phantom
can be made into a blockbuster
film. He hopes to reteam with
Schumacher, who took a crack at
the project years ago. Hunky
heartthrob Antonio Banderas has
long wanted to play the titular
role in Phantom, but now rumors
are circulating that awesome
Aussie Hugh Jackman might don
the mask in the big—screen ver—
sion, which is aiming to start pro—
duction this year or early 2004.

Soummm

As other denominations
tell you, "No,"

The Platinum Touch
Openly gay TV execs Robert
Greenblatt and David Janollari,
whose company produces shows
like Six Feet Under and The
Hughleys, are working on the ten—
tativelytitled Screwball Homicide,
a one—hour comedy series for Life—
time about a brilliant female detec—
tive who is professionally teamed
with her ex—husband. Even though
their marriage went bust, the two
still try to make their crime—solv—
ing relationship work. Greenblatt
and Janollari, recently named to Out
magazine‘s list of 100 most
ential people, are also behind Plati—
num, an hour—long show about two
brothers who start their own hip—
hop record label. Platinum spins its
way onto. UPN, with an additional
broadcast on MTV, in April.
Cher‘s Stuck Back
in Television
Queers who aren‘t old enough to
remember Cher‘s TV variety—show
days will now get a chance to be
entranced by all those sequined cos—
tumes. The Oscar— and Grammy—
winning mother of Chastity is
heading back to the small screen via
the big screen, in a feature film
called Stuck on You, from the com—
edy writing—directing team of the
Farrelly brothers (There‘s Some—
thing About Mary and Shallow
Hal). Cher is expected to portray
herselfas she heads reluctantly back
to work in a primetime show —

imum

5m?!» S. Coeer
Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 728—6535
CARDS, GIFTS & NOVELTY ITEMS
FOR EVERY OCCASION

we continue to proclaim
a joyous "YES!"

First Congregational
—

UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST

An Open and Affirming Church
celebrating the image of God in every person
and the sacred value of every human life
Come and visit us in our new location
in the Cooper—Young neighborhood!
1000 South Cooper
Worship Sundays at 10:30

Classes at 9:30 a.m.

www.firstcongo.com
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278—6786

Check Out Our New Magazine Selections |
— Your Locally Gay Owned & Operated
Pride Merchandise Headquarters
‘ Mon.—Sat. 10 a.m.—6 p.m. * Sun. 1—6 p.m.
A

with a pair of conjoined twins
(played by Matt Damon and Greg
Kinnear) as sidekicks. One of the
twins harbors acting ambitions and
is thrust into the spotlight when the
show becomes a huge hit. Produc—
tion on Stuck will be starting soon
in Miami.
He‘s Straight, But He
Sure Doesn‘t Dress
That Way
Cable network Bravo is finally
giving gay men a chance to do what
they were born to do — make
straight men into better dressers. The
network has ordered 12 episodes of
The Queer Eyefor the Straight Guy,
a makeover show on which five gay
specialists in the fine arts of groom—
ing, fashion, interior design, man—
ners and cuisine will take hapless
heteros and make them presentable.
Out the door go the stained flannel
shirts, mallard—duck prints and
greasy pizza boxes, and in come
merino wool sweaters, Rothko re—
prints and retro flatware. The trans—
"fag"—mations hit the small screen
this July.
Bravo has also said "I do" to a
second season ofits groundbreaking
documentary séries Gay Weddings,
which aired last fall. Once again the
series will profile four gay and les—
bian couples who are planning their
own personal wedding ceremonies.
I spoke to the shows co—executive
producer Kirk Marcolina ashe des—
perately searched for four new .
couples who will be tying the knot
between March and June. "The big—
gest change this season is that each
episode will be one—hour long in—
stead of a half—hour," Kirk told me.
"There will also be a wedding in
each show this year, giving the view—
ers more time to enjoy the big day."
Bravo will walk Gay Weddings 2
down the aisle in summer 2003. Be—
trothed gay couples interested in
being on the series can e—mail
wedding @evolutionusa.com.
You Tarzan,
Me Hot and Bothered
Calvin Klein underwear—model
fans will be happy to hear that Travis
Fimmet, the sinewy, golden—locked
Aussie heartthrob whose hot bill—
boards actually caused traffic jams
in London, is trading in his white
briefs for a leather loincloth. Fimmel
is starring in the WB‘s new pilot
Tarzan. In this updated version of
the jungle man‘s story, Tarzan is
brought to New York City by his
rich uncle, who runs Greystoke En—
terprises, and there he meets up with
a policewoman named Jane. Not too
bad a gig for Fimmel, considering
that when he first arrived in L.A.
from Aussie—land, where he grew up
on a farm, he had 60 bucks in his
pocket. The pilot shoots this spring
and could end up on the air next fall.
Romeo San Vicente needs no
makeover — he‘s perfect in every
way. He can be reached care ofthis
publication
or
at
Write2Romeo®@yahoo.com.
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What Is the History of Gay Bookstores?
From their earliest days, gay
bookstores served as community
centers, and their merchandise pro—
vided many queer people with the
first affirmations oftheir identity.
Today, despite the challenges of
economic change and an evolving
queer movement, these stores re—
main important community institu—
tions. In the words of gay author
Michael Thomas Ford, "There‘s
more to be found in a gay book—
store than just something nice to
read."
Oscar
Wilde.
Memorial
Bookshop in New York City‘s
Greenwich Village is the world‘s
oldest gay bookstore. Named for
the late—19th—century playwright
imprisoned for sodomy, the store
was opened in the fall of 1967 by
Craig Rodwell, a former lover of
Harvey Milk and a well—known
community activist. Initially lo—
cated on Mercer Street near New
York University, it moved to a row
house on Christopher Street in the
West Village in 1973. The store —
which proudly sported a window
sticker proclaiming "Gay is Good"
— served as a center of gay orga—
nizing nearly two years before the
Stonewall riots. The first of what
would become annual Gay Pride
marches commemorating Stone—
wall was planned at Oscar Wilde
in 1970.

The earliest gay bookstores
were labors of love, and many of
the first queer booksellers — like
Rodwell — were community activ—
ists. In the early 1970s, Deacon
Maccubbin began selling The Ad—
vocate and a few gay books from
Earthworks, his head shop and
crafts store in Washington D.C.‘s

Dupont Circle area. By 1974 he had
enough money and inventory to
open a bookstore, Lambda Rising,
across the hall in the same build—
ing. A hub of radical organizing,
over the years the building also
housed the Gay Switchboard, the
Yippies, the Black Panther defense
committee, and the Gay Blade
(later the Washington Blade) news—
paper. Maccubbin recalls, "We
used to joke that the building was
only held together by all the wire—
taps the FBI had placed there."
In Toronto, Jerald Moldenhauer
first sold queer publications from
a backpack at gay liberation meet—

uys are waiting.

1-Q00-825-4§00|
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ings and later from his communal
house {also an early home of
Canada‘s The Body Politic maga—
zine). He opened the first Glad Day
bookstore in the city in 1972 and a
branch in Boston in 1979. In the
1980s and ‘90s, Glad Day — along
with Little Sisters Book and Art
Emporium in Vancouver — was

later
open
branches
ofA SanDifferent
Light
in
New
York
City,
Fran—
ciscoOverandtheWestyearsHollywood.
gaythebookstores
played
a
key
role
in
explosion
ofWildequeeropened,
publishing.
When
Oscara
the
store
stocked
mere
twodozen
Lambdaofjust
Ris—
ing started
with antitles.inventory

repeatedly
targeted
forofficials.
censorship
byter Canadian
customs
Af—
several
lawsuits,
the
Supreme
Court
ofCanada
ruleddiscriminated
in 2000 that
customs
had
unfairly
against
gay—themed
materials.
The
early
world
of gayone.book—Ed
stores
was
a—
small
Hermance,Roomwhoin Philadelphia
founded
Giovanni‘s
in 1973,himrecalls
that and
Rodwell
helped
buy
books
even
drove
them
to
his
store.
Later
Hermancefor imported
books
from
Europe
other
gay
bookstores,
including
A DifferentLight,
started
byLaurila
Richard
Labonte,
Norman
and district
George ofLeigh
in the
Silver
Lake
Los
Ange—
les in as1979.acustomer
Labonteat Toronto‘s
had met
Laurila
Glad
Day,ThewherethreeLaurila
was a
manager.
men would

250 books, and A Different
Light
carriedabout900titles
its
firstyear.
"Gay
books weresomebody
so hard brought
to find
that
whenever
outLabonte
anothertitle,
we were
thrilled,"
remembers.
In
1979
only
about
150
new
gay
books
were
published.
Butmarketable,
as gay literature
became
more
nongay
mer—
chants
began
to
stock
queer
books,
and
publishers
began
toingsignthemainstream
more
queer
authors.
Dur—the
"gay
book
boom"
of
mid—1980s
through mid—1990s,
the
numberoftitlespublished
skyrock—
etedToday,
to 1,500largea year.bookstore chains
present—increasing
competition
to
independent
booksellers,
and
the
Internet
allowsliterature
customersdiscreetly,
to pur—
chase
queer
regardless ofwhere they live. Gone
MASSAGE
— BY
JOSEPH
353—4436
FULL BODY STRESS RELIEF
MEMPHIS‘ FINEST AND MOST COMPLETE
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS
VIDEOBOOTHS
RENTALSANDANDMINI—THEATRES
SALES,
PREVIEW
(Brooks Road Only)
(North)
791Fantasy
N. WhiteWarehouse
Station Rd.#1« 683—9649
Fantasy
#4 (North)
2532 N.Warehouse
Watkins » 358—8642
NOW RENTING DVDs

OPENMon.,
6 DAYS
Sat.
8
a.m.
—
12
Midnight
d checWkarehouse#1and#4only
ted at
Fantasy
Closed Sundays and Holidays

aresmallthetowns
days hadwhemqueer
people
in
to
stock
up
on
gay
books andtripsmagazines
during
occa—
sional
to
the
big
city.
Many
gay
bookstoreshave
closed, includ—
ingstoreMeristem,
the
Memphis
book—by
which
was
operated
Audrey
May for many years on
Cooper.
Yetrelics
gay bookstores
areJustfartofromen—
being
ofthe
past.
terone islesbian,
still a milestone
for many
gay,
bisexual
and
transgender
people
as
they
come
out, andthe queer
tourists
still often
make
local
gay
bookstore
their
first
stop
when
visiting
a
new
city.
Lambda
Rising
(now
with
four
branches),
A
Different
Light
in
San
Francisco
and
West
Hollywood,
and Glada number
Day inofstores
Torontothat arere—
among
main(Thanks
successful.
to Richard
Labonte and
Norman
Laurila
for
information
they provided for this column.)
Liz and
Highleyman
is ahasfreelance
writer
editor
who
written
widely
on
health,
sexuality,
and
politics.
She
can
be
reached
care
ofPOcolumn@aol.com.
this publication or> at
For further reading:
Haggerty, 1999,
George,2000.andEncyc/lo—
Bonnie
Zimmerman.
pedia
of Lesbian and
riesandCultures,
2 vols.Gay—Histo—.

(Garland
Publishing).
Santora, Mark. "Hard Words for
a Bookshop." New York Times. __
January 7, 2003.
See an additional story on the
current status ofthe Oscar Wilde /
Bookstore on page 23.

Take Pictures?
Share them with us!

Send your pictures to:
»

TJN

P.O. Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111
or e—mail to
memphisTJN@aol.com
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The Community Corner
by Jason Crockett
Building News

ter should reserve a time by call—
ing me (Jason) at 870—0754. When
scheduling, the approximate length
of the meeting and any special
needs you might have (such as
room size, chair and table set—up,
etc.) will be helpful. If I am not
available, you can leave your name
and the group‘s name (if appli—
cable), the day and time of your de—
sired reservation, and a number
where I can reach you. I will call
back to con—
firm and get
any further
needed details.

By the time this column goes to
print, the Memphis Gay and Les—
bian Community Center will have
had its ribbon—cutting festivities,
and started operations in the new
center building. Please be patient
with us as we get situated (and keep
a look—out for our "Wish List" of
needs that will be
circulating shortly).
Our goal is to work
with the community
to provide a useful
space we can all
take pride in. We
welcome
input
fromgroups and in—
dividuals on how
we can make things
better. We also wel—
mgicc
come helping hands
to make it happen.
memphis gay & lesbian

>

~Our—~next
big—
"open
house" oppor—
tunity will be
the dedication
of Benefactor
Hall, to be
held on Sat.,
Mar. 22, be—
ginning at 7
p.m. at the
community center
Already we have
center , 592 8.
scheduled several
waxgsr;
+y~.
also
planning .for
groups for use ofthe cemer. wer
regular open hours of operation in
come home" to the Gay and Les—
the near future. A tentative sched—
bian Book Club, Mystic Krewe of
ule has been set for Thursday
Aphrodite, and Memphis Lesbian
through
Saturday, 6—10 p.m., and
and Gay Coalition for Justice! Any
Sunday, 1—5 p.m. MGLCC is cur—
other groups or individuals inter—
rently a volunteer—run organization,
ested in having a meeting, event or
so in order to staff the center we
even just a walk—through ofthe cen—

need — you guessed it — volun—
teers! Please contact Len at 857—
8523 if you are interested in
helping to staff the center (don‘t
worry, we‘ll have a training pro—
gram).
If you are interested in keeping
up with the latest news and an—
nouncements about the building, or
other MGLCC—related activities,
one of the best ways is to sign up
for our e—mail listserv at http://
groups.yahoo.com/group/mglec/.
If you are worried about spam,
don‘t be! The list is moderated, and
daily—digest or web—only options
are available.
Membership Reminder
The Membership Committee
would like to remind everyone that
memberships are a vital part of the
MGLCC‘s fundraising efforts each
year. They are especially important
at this crucial time in MGLCC‘s
history. Members currently include
our Benefactors (one—time donors
of $500 or more towards the
MGLCC Building Fund), 500 Club
Members (monthly donors), and
Ainnual Memberships (renewed
yearly). Whether you are renewing
your membership or you want to
become a Member for the first
time, you can do this by filling out

a membership form and returning
it to MGLCC along with your pay—
ment (by credit/debit card or
check). At www.mglece.org you can
print out a Membership Form to
mail in, or donate over the Internet
using Network for Good. To have
a membership form delivered to
you or to ask a question about
MGLCC Memberships, please call
Len at 857—8523.
Switchboard
The Gay Switchboard has been
relocated to the new building. The
new number is 278—4297(GAYS).
This number also serves as the
building‘s main line. The switch—
board will be answered live during
hours of operation. The automated
switchboard will be in operation at
all other times, with an option to
leave a message.
2xLambda
Activities for the month of
March are:
* Wed., Mar. 5, 6 p.m. — First
Wednesday at the Brooks Museum
* Sun., Mar. 8 — Second Sunday
Social
* Fri., Mar. 28 — Fourth Friday
Fun
2xLambda is a social group
open to all 20—to—29—year—olds. Call
RJ at 223—3331 if you are interested

in joining the group or need more
details about any of the events.
Life in the Median
Regular monthly activities will
be held on the second and fourth
Sundays. In addition, other activi—
ties may be scheduled, such as im—
promptu social events or service
projects. Life in the Median is a
social group for people 30 and
over. Call Len at 857—8523 if you
are interested in joining the group
or need more details about any of
the events.
Board Business
Our next board meeting will be
held on Sun., Mar. 23 at 2—4 p.m.
at the community centerbuilding.
Members are invited to attend
board meetings as observers. The
board currently has open member—
at—large positions available. If you
are interested in a position, please
call Len at 857—8523.
Outflix Film Festival
The Outflix Committee has al—
ready begun work on this year‘s
film festival! If you would like to
help out, or have some ideas you‘d
like to share, please contact the
committee through their website,
www .outflix.org.
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St Patricks Day, March 17th

Come in and enjoy our

Saturday‘s — Party Night — 7 pm — 3 am
BigShow—RotatingCast

patio before a movie!
2098 La Salle Place
(In front of Malco‘s Studio on the Square)
2(2—0022
Fax: 274—6078
Mon.—Thurs — 7 a.m. — 5 p.m.
Friday — 7 a.m. — 4 p.m.

"iy
Find your
There is always something new at TOS — Check with por of
your Bar Staff for Specials 0 Happenings
Gold at
TOS
Thanks to Our Family of Staff & Patrons for °
Charlotte‘s
Mystical
Web
keeping TOS alive.
1406
N
Hightand
(New Moon 2nd, Full Moon 18th, Ostara 21st )
Jackson TN 38301
(Please do Not call CMW for club information)
731—265—4CMW {4269}

Sat. — 8 a.m. — 3 p.m.
We Cater and Deliver

3883 Huy 45 N
Jackson, TN
731—668—3749

E—Mail us am — tbeotbersideciub®bomnail.cous
(Exit 82—B off 1—40 then 3 miles N at Ashport)
"Jackson‘s Only ‘Friendly‘ Bar"
(Security}

Open5daysawedr®ipm(7pm-Fri~ Sat)
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HRC

Mourns

WASHINGTON
— expressed
The Hu—
man
Rights
Campaign
sadness
at the leader
death Jan.
19
ofdeep
gay
civil
rights
Morris
Kight.
Kight
a founding
father
ofment,
thehelping
modernwasto gay
rights
move—
organize
and pride
form
the
West
Coast‘s
first
gay
parade
in 1970.
"Morris
wasin gaya visionary
leaderHe
and
pioneer
civil
rights.
started
a understanding
paradigm shiftofthein this
country‘s
gay
community,
moving
from
a
place
ofdeep—seated
fearbased
and intolerance
toward
a
culture
in pride,
mutual
understanding
and
toler—
ance,"
said
HRC
Executive
Direc—
tor "Morris
ElizabethwasBirch.
greatHisleadervi—
in every sense oftrulythe aword.

Passing of Morris

sion
and hardgaywork
paved
the road
forsaidtoday‘s
rights
movement,"
HRCSenior
Communications
Direc—
torSmith.and
Strategist
David
f
Kight
helpedCommunity
to found theService
Gay
and
Lesbian
Angeles,
nowCenter,
known
asCenterofLos
the
L.A.
Gay
&
Lesbian
which helped
to galvanize
California‘s
GLBTcommunity.
His
work
over
the
years
also
included
protesting
athevariety
ofsocial
issues
impacting
GLBT
community
and
crusading in the fight against
HIV/AIDS.
"Ourdeepest
sympathies
goout
todaughters
Morris‘s
partner,
Roy,
their
two
and
their
families
at
this
difficult
time,"
said
Birch.
The Human Rights Campaign is
First National LGBT Health
Planned for March
care
professionals
—disparities
about thein
The first~Gay,annualBisexual
National Les—
health
concerns
and
bian,
and
these"Wecommunities.
Transgender
(LGBT)
Health
are truly
excited about
the
Awareness
Week
will
kick
off
possibilities
and
potential
for
rais—
March
16.
ing theandawareness
inaround
our commu—
Presented
by theHealth,
National
Coa— nity
beyond
LGBT
lition
for
LGBT
the
week
health
in
all
of
its
issues,"
said
will
include
national
and
local
Cornelius
Baker,
co—chair,
Execu—
events
across
the
country.
Committee
National Coalition
The week
is part—of both
an effort
to tive
for Contact
LGBT
Health.
increase
awareness
within
your local community
the LGBTpeople and among health

Klght

Morris Kight
thepolitical
largestorganization
national lesbian
andmem—
gay
with
bers
throughout
the country.
It lob—
bies
Congress,
provides
campaign
support
and lesbian,
educatesgay,
the public
to
ensure
that
bisexual
and transgender
Americans
can beat
open,
honest
and
safe
at
home,
work and in the community.
Week
health organizations
to seecanif also
any
events
are
planned.
You
visit the webfor more
site forinformation
the National
Coalition
The National
Coalition
wasis
founded
on
Oct.
14,
2000
and
committed
improving
the health
oftransgender
lesbian,to individuals
gay,
bisexual
and
through
federal
advocacy
thateducation
is focusedandon
research,
policy,
training.

INSTANT PLAYMATE
— gay.com personals
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Free Personals
Personal ads are a free service to our readers — Please limit
them to 30 words or less. We request that ads be submitted in writ—
ing via postal or e—mail. Ads will generally run one time only, but
may be resubmitted each month. Mail to Triangle Journal News,
P.O. Box 11485, Memphis, TN 38111 or e—mail them to
memphisTJN®@ aol.com. Ads deemed too explicit may be edited.
ISO gay or bimales
Professional, dominant, ing out.similar
interests for
GWM, 39, into spanking, bondage, with
dating, possible relationship
shaving, endless sex, toys and with
right person.
more. I enjoy casino gambling,
hotmail.com
shooting pool and fine dining. ISO E—mail
obedient 18—22 Y/0 GWM smooth GWM — Age 47, 6‘ 1", 278 lbs,
body with boyish looks and man— brown eyes, brown hair. I like watch—
nerism about 140 lbs. No fats, ing TV and | like to cook. Would like
femmes or drag queens, no dis— to meet someone between the ages
eases. Skinny a plus. Serious in— of 47—55 for friendship and/or long
quiries only, please. Mr. Paul 870— term relationship. Send mailto Lewis
0457.
Lee, P. O. Box 41, Kenton, TN
or —e—mail me at
I‘d like to meet a gay female 38233
LilGayBoyTn69@aol.com (subject)
between 35—50 years old. | am a Lewis.
soft femme. I‘d like to meet a fe—
male with a good sense of humor Roommate Wanted: two bed—
who can make me laugh, intellect, room house, near the new main
likes to travel, go dancing, plays, library. Prefer a GWM, and require
poetry, art, have their days free, stable and employed. The rent is
like the outdoors. If this is you then $350 per month, and includes all
e—mail me at tedjds@ bellsouth.net utilities. I am a 49 year old profes—
gone many weekends, and
HOPEFUL ROMANTIC —Attrac— sional,
want
someone
Students
tive, intelligent, romantic, youthful OK, Looking for areliable.
roommate — not a
thirty—something, GWM (5‘6",145, relationship. Call Gary
at 662—541—
dark blond). Interests include 1235 anytime.
progressive/left politics, alternative
music, sciencefiction, fitness, work—

Deadline for
April 2003

BOOKS

Triangle Journal News

by Shannon Yarbrough

March
What About the

Next 10 Months?

Mar. 28, 2002
Please submit advertising, stories, pictures
and calendar events to:
U.S. Mail:
Triangle Journal News
P.O. Box 11485 e Memphis, TN 38111
PHONE OR FAX: 901—454—1411
E—MAI/L.:memphistin @ aol.com

K Women‘s RicHts * Raciat Equauty * Gay RigHts x
* Repropuctive RicHts * Environmentat Protection
* Nonviorence * Genper Equauty * Worker‘s RicHts
*eHUMAN RIGHTS
If any of these issues are important to you and you
want to become an active vehicle for change, join the
WOMEN‘S ACTION COALITION
WAC meetings are held every second and fourth Sunday night
at 6:30 PM at First Congregational Church, 1000 S. Cooper,
Memphis, TN 38104 (park in the back off Blythe)

* TOTAL HAIR & NAIL CARE —

ing the sheets of thunder—
storms ahead.
Sure, if you are sifting
the gay fiction section ofthe
bookstore for advice, there
are tons of books on sex tips;
but forget the tips, the car—
toon pics ofall the positions
are worth the $25.95 cover
price. But for those: of us
who claim to be romantics,
what ever happened to inti—
macy? Intimacy. Yes, it is a
word and it is in the big fat
gay dictionary. I checked.
The first—gay self—help
book I ever read was Per—
manent Partners by Betty
Berzon, Ph.D. It focused on
building gay and lesbian re—
lationships that last. It was
given to me by a lesbian
couple who were close friends of
mine. I‘m not sure if it is a bad
omen, but they are no longer per—
manent partners today. My main
problem with the book was that it
starts off assuming we are all in re—
lationships already and just need
help maintaining them. Excuse me,
Betty, we need some help over here
getting started. I understand the di—
rections; I just need help with the
cut—and—paste part.
I guess it‘s wrong to label it gay
self—help, huh? The rest of my
friends‘ version of gay self—help

Publication Date:

lots ofstrategies and success sto
ries to help gay men find and pre—
serve intimate relationships. It even
covers many problems that each of
us face at some time in our lives,
including coming to terms with the
process of coming out and coping
with issues of personal
safety and AIDS.
For those of you who may
have your own issues about
being intimate, this book will
help you break down those
personal roadblocks while
not losing focus on your
partner. And most impor—
tantly, it helps you to recog—
nize the difference between
sex and intimacy in your re—
lationship. Yes, there is a dif—
ference:
that
dictionary again!
The only issue I had with
the book is its focus on
therapy. Yes, communica—
tion is important between
two people, but the book de—
votes a whole chapter to de—
veloping a (non—sexual)
relationship with your thera—
pist. I‘ve never had a thera—
‘pist, and never feltthe need
for one. See the above para—
graph about sharing prob—
DHN H. DRIGGS,M.S.W.,
lems with friends!
AND STEPHEN E.FINN, Pn. D.
But seriously, if you are
A
seeking to relight the fires in
to keep it to myself!
your long—term relationship or
maybe you just started building a
But that‘s not what intimacy is
new flame, Intimacy Between Men
about. Intimacy starts with two
is a great book for the singles or
people, not just the self. And that‘s
for the coupled. Here‘s to the next °
the theme ofa book that I did find
10 intimate months!
to be quite helpful. Surprisingly
Shannon Yarbrough lived in
enough, it‘s called Intimacy Be—
Memphis for six years. He now
tween Men: How to Find and Keep
lives in St. Louis, Mo., where he is
Gay Love Relationships. Written
by two therapists, John H. Driggs, finishing his first book, The Other
Side of What. Questions or com—
M.S.W., and Stephen E. Finn,
ments about this book or others you
Ph.D., it is based on their extensive
have read? Contact Shannon at
research from years of counseling
MisterYarbs@msn.com. >
groups for gay men.

included me just telling them my
So you made it through Valen—
problems, and then they tell every—
tines Day. You‘ ve eaten the choco—
one else. And after a load of opin—
lates, the roses are dead, and the
ions and catty comments, I‘m
sexy underwear has been tucked
usually so humiliated that I‘ ve for—
into the back of the drawer. And
gotten why I needed help in the first
that‘s just those of you who are
place. So, I learned quite quickly
single! Not to worry though.
There is hope for those of
you who are still facing the
party stag. And for those of
HOW TO F | NES ANL
us (yes, that includes me)
who may have the pleasure
KEEP Gay LoOvE
of not sleeping single in a
double bed, there‘s lots of
RELAT I onshHIips
help when it comes to fac—

Intimacy Between Men contains

15

IF you Have any QUESTIONS, E—MAIL AMULLNS 1@memrhHis.rDuU
Advertising space donatedas a public service ofthe Triangle Journal News
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Renowned Gay Bookstore is Bought, Will
Remain Open Under New Management
NEW YORK (AP) —The Os—
car Wilde Bookshop, the nation‘s
oldest gay and lesbian bookstore,
has been sold and will remain in
business under new management,
the new owner said.
Deacon Maccubbin, the owner
of Lambda Rising Bookstores in
Washington, said he bought the
store in January for an undis—
closed ‘amount, The New York
Times reported.

The store‘s previous owner,
Larry Lingle, said in December
that he would close the shop be—
cause it was losing money and
was struggling to compete against
large book chains.
"We think this store is way too
important to let it close,"
Maccubbin said. "It is more than
a store; it is a part of our history."
Oscar Wilde opened in Green—
wich Village in 1967 with several

dozen books on its shelves. It ex—
panded as the gay rights move—
ment in New York gained
momentum, and soon became the
inspiration for other bookstores
devoted to a gay and lesbian cli—
entele.
The bookshop is one of only
two gay bookstores remaining in
New York.

Mon., Mar. 3
Mon., Mar. 17
6 p.m., Dinner at 6:30 p.m.
St. John‘s United Methodist Church
(Peabody & Bellevue)
Feast
for
Friendscommunity
is a service
of Friends
life fortheirfriends,
the HIV
infected and affected
including people
living withForHIV orAIDS,
caregivers,
familya and
friends.to offset
Whileexpenses.
the dinner is free, those who are able are re—
quested to make
donation
Advertisingspace donated as a public service ofthe Triangle Journal News
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Les

Ballets

de

Trockadero

Monte

April

5,

Carlo

Saturday,

8

p.m.

For almost 30 years, the incomparable Les Ballets Trockadero

de Monte Carlo has been amazing and amusing audiences across

the globe. This critically acclaimed professional dance company

presents a playful, entertaining view of reputable ballet in parody

"The [Trocks] program of grand ballet is as much food

and "drag‘ form. The "Trocks" repertoire includes the full gamut

for the mind asit is for the eye and the funny bone."

of classical and modern dance, faithfully and dramatically

The New York Times

executed on point. With high kicks and high jinks, this all—male

—

troupe spoofs all that is held sacred in classical ballet.
Sponsored by
Yia Yia‘s Euro Cafe
GPAC
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